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T-shirt company says A.S. owes $2,200
By David Wenstrom
Daily staff writer
A T-shirt company is trying to collect $2,200 it says
the Associated Students owes it for Homecoming T-shirts.
But members of the A.S. said they are not liable for the Tshirts because they never signed a contract with G. West
Creations.
The T-shirts were ordered in October by the Homecoming committee, an AS. -budgeted group. The committee ordered twice as many T-shirts as the AS. had agreed
to, at a cost of more than three times its $1,000 allocation
to purchase T-shirts.
Two contracts were signed with G. West Creations,
nut one of them is "invalid" and the other is "floating

around: Neither contract o as signed by the A.S. The
A.S. didn’t see the first contract until two weeks after
Homecoming and still hasn’t seen the second one, said
A.S. Controller Gabriel Miramontes.
"It’s a problem that’s going to have to be resolved
once we see that (other) contract," said A.S. business administrator Jean Lenart.
The Homecoming committee asked for and received
$1,003 from its budget to buy 250 Homecoming T-shirts,
Lenart said. But the committee ended up with 500 T-shirts
and a bill for $3,200, Miramontes said. G. West Creations
was paid $1,000 and is trying to collect the balance of
$2,200.
"As far as the A.S. is concerned, they paid out $1,000
and they’re not going to have to pay any more," said

Karen Silcox, co-chairwoman of the Homecoming committee. Silcox said the Homecoming committee will be
liable for the T-shirts if the outstanding contract is valid.
Another committee member, Steve Falb, said, "The
A.S., as far as G. West Creations is concerned, owes them
$2,200." Falb, the "Homecoming T-shirt chairman before
Karen (Silcox) threw me out of it," said he acts as an unpaid "independent agent" for G. West Creations.
"I think they have the idea that we’re going to take
care of it," Miramontes said.
"A contract is not supposed to be binding to the A.S.
until Gabriel and I sign it." Lenart said.
Both Lenart and Miramontes said they never signed a
contract with G. West Creations and did not see any contract until Nov.15. The contract they saw that day was

signed by "Karen L. Silcox" and "Carole A. Gumbin," an
owner of G. West Creations.
The contract was originally for 250 T-shirts at $2,500
with $1,000 as down payment. But those figures were
crossed out and 450 T-shirts at $3,200 was written in. Silcox’s signature is dated Nov. 11 and Gumbin’s is dated
Oct. 11.
The contract is not valid because "it’s been changed
without people initialing the changes," Lenart said.
"When I signed the contract two weeks ago, Kevin
Rice told me the A.S. had approved the contract for
$3,200," Silcox said.
Rice, treasurer of the Homecoming committee, said
he did not give a contract to Silcox to sign.
continued hack of section

Courtney family
still has hope

Soapy sitting

Search for student continues
By David Leland
to 4,000 feet," Burt Starr, U.S. ranger
Daily staff writer
said.
The four brothers of the missing
The Courtney’s have also posted
SJSU student are hoping for some- fliers around the Big Sur area and
thing to be thankful for this weekend plan to post fliers around SJSU. They
as they continue their search.
give a description of Ann Marie and
After trudging in the rain over
continued ba’k of section
the weekend with volunteers from
Air Force Detachment Five, stationed at Fort Ord, the Courtneys
have not lost their determination. Despite coming up empty-handed one
more time, the brothers are still
clinging to hope.
"We are optimistic something
will pop up." Dave Courtney said
"We are going to search at least
through next Sunday."
Ann Marie Courtney, 28, was last
seen Oct. 25 as she began her hike in By David Wenstrom
Pfeiffer Big Sur State Park, about 30 Daily staff writer
miles south of Monterey.
A private investigator is asking
The Monterey County Sheriffs
Department was called Nov. 11 and for help in his search for a missing
began searching the area, using CalPIRG employee at SJSU who was
ground crews, helicopters and last seen more than a week ago.
Michael O’Kelly, hired by Norris
trained dogs. They abandoned their
Edson to look for his son, Robert, said
efforts last week.
A private investigator called in he plans to search William Street
by the family has also come up with Park this morning "to rule out any
possibility" of foul play.
no leads.
Twelve volunteers scoured the
"No help is going to Ix turned
rough terrain beginning last Friday down," O’Kelley said. "If I had 100
with the help of the four Courtney people, it would be great."
brothers, Dave, Dan, Brian, Hugh
O’Kelley said he was hired by
and Ann Marie’s brother-in-law, Jeff
Smith. All are on leave from their Norris Edson on Saturday to look for
Edson’s son, who has been missing
jobs in Michigan.
"We camped out in the rain over from his East St. James Street home
since
Nov. 17. Edson is the SJSU repthe weekend," Dave Courtney said.
"We did not find a thing. We have run resentative for the California Public
Interest
Research Group, part of a
into a dead end."
Courtney said that the Air Force national student organization that
has volunteered to come back and lobbies for various public interest issues. Not an SJSU student, Edson, 22.
search next weekend.
The area being searched has is 5’11" tall, 135 pounds, has blue eyes
been described as very steep and and blond hair.
Edson’s father reported his son’s
rugged.
continued back of section
"In a mile it can go from 500 feet

CalPIRG
organizer
missing

Mie Schneider

Nursing student Lynn Lavond discovers that babysitting
can turn into ’soapy sitting’ when someone has filled the

Green enters plea of
not guilty in assault
Professor resigns his posit ion
By David I.eland
Daily staff writer

The SJSU instructor accused of
assaulting a student Oct. 24 pleaded
not guilty Monday morning in Santa
Clara County Municipal Court to two
charges of assault. His resignation,
handed in a week ago, became effective yesterday.
Jerry Duane Green, 44, an instructor in Studies in American Language, did not appear in court but
was represented by his San Jose attorney, Patrick Valencia, who entered the pleas.
A pretrial conference was scheduled for Jan. 29 at 1:30 p.m. in Municipal Court.
"We have our investigators trying to find out what happened," Valencia said. "We have to talk to the
witnesses before we decide what our
defense will be."
Green is accused of assaulting
graduate student Susan Lynn Power,
23, as the result of a "traffic altercation" earlier in the day.
Powers said in her witness
statement that she was struck across
her chest, had her hair grabbed and
was thrown to the ground Green
turned himself in to the campus po-

lice.
The assault occurred in the area
north of the Women’s Gym in front of
the Central Classroom Building at
about 6:30 p.m. and was witnessed by
two women, Julie Nelson and Jill
Gustlin, according to court records.
"I’m really surprised he didn’t
plead guilty," said Nelson, a junior
liberal studies major. "If he turned
himself in, how could he plead not
guilty"
Green’s attorney said that the
plea might be changed to guilty at a
later date.
"I have to talk to the district attorney and the presiding judge to sec
what they have to say about the case.
Especially about what kind of sentences they hand out in these circumstances." Valencia said.
Both counts of assault are misdemeanors and carry a maximum penalty of one year in county jail and a
fine.
He had been suspended from
SJSU since his arrest.
"Due to his resignation any university disciplinary action or proceedings against Green are terminated," said Dick Staley, SJSU
public information director.

Daily staff photographer

Tower fountain with soap bubbles. Her 3-year-old nephew,
Derek Smith, initiates a soap fight yesterday.

Victim deals with life after AIDS
Psychological effects discussed

Speaker talks
about disease
By Dens er Lewellen
Daily staff writer
"If a killing type of virus strain
should suddenly arise by mutes,
n . it could, because of the rapid
transportation in which we indulge
nowadays, be carried to the far corners of the earth and cause the deaths
of millions of people."

Wendell Stanley,
Dec. 12, 1947
Nobel prize-winning scientist
John Lorenzini is dying of
AIDS.
Last Thursday he spoke to a
group of nursing students about the
physical and psychological effects
of the disease.
Lorenzini began by recounting
his struggle to accept his homosexuality, his departure from the Mormon Church and the shock he felt
when he was told he had AIDS.
"In the fall of 1983," he said,
"when I was diagnosed with AIDS,
the current idea was that most of
the people that had been diagnosed
were people in the ’fast lane ’
"They figured that if you were
on drugs and if you were out party-

ing around and a regular patron at
the bath houses, then you were a
regular candidate for AIDS. But
when I found out I had AIDS, my
friends and I were both very
startled. I never thought that I participated in high risk behavior. I
didn’t consider myself to be that
kind of homosexual."
Lorenzini said that he was at
once confronted with several psychological issues to deal with.
"Now, all of a sudden I was confronted with a disease that was not
only going to take away my life, but
it was going to do it in a very slow
and painful manner. I knew that the
disease was going to immobilize
and mutilate my body and that I
was going to reach a point where I
would no longer be able to take care
of myself.
"It’s very difficult for me, even
to this day, to conceive or accept
the reality that one of these days
soon I may no longer be able to get
continued on page 3A

By Denver Lewellen
Daily staff writer
The effects of the AIDS epidemic are spreading beyond the biological to the psychological.
As part of AIDS Awareness
Week, Steve Morin, Chairman of
the California Council on Mental
Health, spoke Thursday to a group
of 30 people about the psychological
effects of AIDS.
Morin listed five different
groups of people who are psychologically affected by AIDS: those who
have the disease; those who have
AIDS Related Complex ( ARC);
those who have tested positive for
exposure to the AIDS virus, but
don’t have any symptoms; those
who are ’significant others’ of AIDS
patients and those who do not belong to high risk groups, but develop psychological ’symptoms’ of
the disease
The largest group of people suffering psychological damage are
those who have the disease
Morin said that a lot of harm
can come about simply by the way
the diagnosis of AIDS is told to the
patient.
"People with AIDS obviously
have a major dilemma to adjust to
at the time of diagnosis. However,

about 50 percent of the people have
been told of their diagnosis on the
telephone
"The sensitivity to the diagnosis has not always been present
within the medical community.
We’re dedicated to do something
about the training of health officials
to be more sensitive to the psychological issues associated with this
disease."
Morin listed several issues that
people with AIDS face at the time of
diagnosis aside from the physical
effects of deteriorating health: financial loss and problems with the
people in their lives, such as family,
friends and lovers.
"Aside from all of these
things," Morin said, "perhaps one
of the hardest things for people with
AIDS to deal with is that the disease
is degenerative. There are socially
unpleasant
consequences
that
arise, such as lesions that appear on
their faces They must face the fear
of this."
The second most likely group lo
suffer psychologically are those
with ARC syndrome, AIDS Related
Complex ARC patients are those
that have been infected with the
AIDS virus and can he quite ill. hut
continued on page 3A
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News was held hostage to space
It is an unavoidable fact of newspaper journalism
that what is reported is not always printed. Space dictates
what is news. An important story can be held until the
news is no longer timely and often, pertinent news never
makes it into print.
Such is the case with a recent debate at SJSU concerning the Strategic Defense Initiative. Circumstances
afforded spectators the opportunity to become participants in a spirited dialogue on "Star Wars."
Yet, the larger audience never had the chance to read
about it. The story was held hostage to space.
What made this event particularly interesting is that
it was a debate that never came off Proponents of SDI
didn’t arrive in time to debate - in fact, one proponent
never arrived at all.
That left SDI opponents Benoit Morel of the Center for
International Security and Arms Control and Stanford
and SJSU history Prof. Michael Boll open to questions
from the audience, which sparked a surprising divergence of views between the two opponents.
Morel opposed SDI on a technological basis, but agreed that is better to have a defense system with some
percentage of protection than no defense at all.
He said that if SDI were feasible, he would be in favor
of it. However, he said technological breakthroughs
would be necessary before SDI is feasible.
"The system," he said, "must be able to cope with an
attack of 1,400 ICBMs carrying 10,000 warheads and be
able to distinguish between decoys and the real missiles."
Boll opposed SDI unequivocally, saying that to purchase such a system would be at the price of increasing
instability between the United States and the Soviet
Union, and escalating the arms race.
President Ronald Reagan’s proposal to make SDI
technology available to other countries, including the
U.S.S.R., is not realizable, Boll said, "because the Russians clearly do not take Reagan seriously."
"Anything short of 100 percent success would he des -

Patricia
Pane
tabilizing," he said, because the opposition simply would
increase its military strength to counter any defense.
Arriving too late to debate, SDI proponent retired
Navy Capt. John Morse of the High Frontier Organization
said that the Soviets are not about to undertake a nuclear
war because their strategy is to work on the human mind.
Morse said the Soviets use the strategy of working on
the human mind through misinformation, by confusing
their enemies and by trying to separate a Soviet enemy
from the support of his people.
The United States, Morse said, is the Soviet Union’s
number one enemy. They have employed "psychological
warfare" successfully with SDI and "have scared the ’bejeezus’ out of the real world."
This is, of course, the skeleton of what transpired that
day and once again space for this column overrides the
importance of the issue.
But let it be said that the importance of SDI goes beyond the immediacy of day-to-day journalism. All points
of view should be heard because the effects of SDI are farreaching.
Issues such as SDI should transcend the tyranny of
space with which every journalist is confronted each day.
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Letter Policy

All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number and class standing.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit
letters for libel and length.
The editorials and opinions expressed are
the those of the Daily staff and the authors.

ment then as there is now; this is not the portrait of the
United States as Utopia.
Attitude. That is what was different in the Kennedy
years.
If a person believes something long enough it can become true, at least in their minds. The people of the
United States believed that our young president was
strong, courageous and would lead our nation into the future fearlessly.
At about 11 a.m. on Nov. 22, 1963, the principal of my
junior high school came into my music appreciation
class. She was holding a crumpled tissue in her clenched
fist; her eyes were misty. The class quieted down. We
gave her our complete attention and she told us the president had been shot and it was not known how severe his
injuries were.
I remember being confident that the president would
be OK. I had nothing to base that on except blind faith. Of
course, I was wrong.
With sadness and astonishment I spent the weekend
in front of the television with my family: the droning of
the newscasts, the funeral and finally the execution of the
suspected assassin.

David
Leland
first third of the 60s ended and we were ushered into an
era from which we cannot escape.
It is like waking from a wonderful dream and trying
to go back to sleep to continue the bliss. The dream is
over.
I suppose there was as much corruntion in govern -

Letters to the Editor
It’s all in the name ’for America’
Editor,
This letter is in response to Steve Cressy’s letter to
the editor printed in the Nov. 22 Spartan Daily. Mr. Cressy’s letter was in response to Denver Lewellen’s opinion
piece in the edition of Nov. 19.
Mr. Lewellen’s main theme is that the name "Students for America" is misleading, given the three goals of
that organization:
Support of the policies of President Reagan
..- Defeat of the organized left on campus
Returning America to the Judeo-Christian values
upon which it is founded.
I fail to find any evidence in the theme or in the text of
the column to support Mr. Cressy’s claim that "We again
see Mr. Lewellen’s lashing out and verbally attacking the
the conservative tide in America." Mr. Lewellen simply
constructs a case that the title "Students for America" is
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meaning of "America" for me by quoting from the Declaration of Independence: "Life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness."
The Declaration of Independence transcends any support of or opposition to any policy of Ronald Reagan, success or defeat of any campus political group and favor or
disfavor of for Judeo-Christian values
lathe name "Students for America" misleading? Mr.
Lewellen concludes that members of the group should
"think about who you really are and what you really represent," and suggests that the group should "change the
name." Mr Cressy concludes that "Mr. Lewellen’s attack was totally unwarranted and also absurd," and suggests that Mr. Lewellen "owes Students for America an
apology." I conclude that Students for America should
keep its name if it chooses to do so, but members should
not deny that the name is misleading
Paul Sonneman
senior

misleading. Mr. Cressy’s response is that "In no way has
Students for America made the implication that those
who do not agree with this group’s philosophy are not for
’America’ and thus unpatriotic."
Consider the flaw in Mr. Cressy’s statement by using
my belief as an example: "I am a student for America,
but I am not a member of Students for America." In another context, how many people could make the subtle
distinction upon which Mr. Cressy relies?
Alternately, try substiting another abstraction such
as "Motherhood" or "Apple Pie" for "America" in the
name of the group. The name and the goals are separate,
though possibly related. Positive aspects of an abstraction like "America" are projected onto the group’s goals.
This is not a matter of mere semantics "America"
has special and unique
meaning for the people in
North America, Central America, South America and
elsewhere in the world. I can best describe the special
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Hooping it Up

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters. Bring them to the Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall or to the Student Union Information Desk.

Kennedy’s assassin brought an end to innocent era
Twenty-two years ago life seemed simpler, Mickey
Mantle walloped baseballs out of Yankee Stadium with
amazing frequency, beef was less than 50 cents a pound
and gas wasn’t even 20 cents a gallon.
People seemed friendlier. There was a feeling of prosperity, and folks even talked of putting a man in space.
This was the beginning of the "new frontier."
This era ended Nov. 22, 1963; life ended for one man
and was never the same for the rest of us.
The world still does not know why the assassin fired
his bullet from a window high above the streets of Dallas.
John F. Kennedy was dead, bleeding in the arms of
his widow, and the world hung its head in shame.
Kennedy was not a saint. His humanness, revealed in
recent news articles, is all too apparent.
But in order to appreciate the times, one has to re
member that the people of the United States were
younger then; hope was still a word which could be applied to government,
Watergate did not exist, Vietnam was still in its "advising" stage and students went to school to attend
classes, not lobe fired at by National Guardsmen.
With the shots of Lee Harvey Oswald, the peaceful
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Leonard
Hoops
Reason for thanks
STILL HARD TO believe that I invited Brian
IT’S
to my eighth-grade birthday party. At the time,
we got along really well, and I had no reason to
believe it would ever be otherwise.
Brian lived down the street from me in one of
those big one-story houses that wound itself from
one corner of the street to the other. It didn’t look big
until you went inside, and then it seemed like rooms
would pop out of the woodwork.
In that way. I guess, Brian was a little like his
house. He seemed OK from the outside, but on the
inside he was complex, and you could never get a
complete tour of his personality.
At my party it was the big 13 Brian gave me
one of those felt dartboards that came with a couple
of Velcro-striped balls. Those were the rage back
then, and I think we must have spent a good five
minutes trying it out. We’d fling the plastic spheres
toward their destination just to get that feeling of
euphoria when the balls stuck to the board (what do
you expect from junior high kids?).
But at the party. Brian began acting a little
funny. He was sort of sitting off in a corner by
himself, not even joining us when we played with his
gift. Everybody began to ask about him.
"What’s Brian’s problem?" they wondered out
loud. "Why isn’t he having fun like the rest of us?"
Even I started to wonder.
It was then that I realized that !didn’t know
Brian that well that no one knew Brian that well.
He was a last minute addition to the party’s guest
list. You know the type, a nice guy that wouldn’t
cause any problems, and besides it meant an
extra gift.
So here’s the scene: 20 kids are digging into cake
and ice cream, there’s a lot of talking and laughing,
and everybody’s having a good time. Everybody,
that is, except Brian. Finally.! had to ask him if
something was the matter.
"Oh, I’m having a good time," he said, but in a
semi -feminine tone! had never heard him use
before. "It’s just that. . well, never mind."
I wasn’t exactly the same search-for-truth-atall -costs type of guy back then that lam now ( ? ), so
I didn’t press him for an answer. I let Brian nibble
his cake and swirl his ice cream by himself while!
joined my other friends in a deep discussion about
how Tami Roberts and Mary Jo Fletcher were built
for eighthgraders. They really were, too.
AFTER THE PARTY I didn’t see much of
Brian. Oh, occasionally !said hi to him in the
lunchroom, but he was beginning to hang
around with girls more often than guys. And they
weren’t girlfriends or anything like that, they were
friend-friends, and they would all get together and
decorate the school gym for dances and rallies.
Right before my very eyes, Brian was turning
into one of those high-level estrogen guys. He wasn’t
exactly a homosexual, but he was like a girl hiding
in a guy’s body.
And every year, around Thanksgiving, I think
about that birthday party. I think about how Brian
colored his hair in high school, and how his
girlfriends reminded me of lumberjacks. I think
about how Brian was "into fashion,"and how he did
well in home economics but lousy in P.E. class.
And when Dad starts slicing into the turkey with
his electric knife, I give thanks for the life! live.!
look at the fine meal placed before me, with the
mashed potatoes, bread stuffing, cranberry sauce
and pumpkin pie, and think about how lucky lam. I
give thanks for my home, my friends, and the food I
never lack. And! give thanks that I didn’t turn out
like Brian.
Leonard Hoops is the assistant forum editor, and
he hopes to reinforce more male stereotypes in the
future. His columns appear Tuesdays and Thursdays
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AIDS diagnosis sends psychological shock waves
Victim did not live in ’fast lane’
continued from page IA
up to provide for myself or even to
shower myself.
This is terrifying in many ways.
My family is not there for me. I have
had to resort to the gay and lesbian
’family’ for the kinds of resources
that many people rely on their blood
relatives for."
Shortly after the diagnosis, Lorenzini’s lover of two years left him.
Soon after that, his employer asked
him why he was missing so much
work and why he had so many doctor’s appointments.
Lorenzini told his boss that he
had AIDS. He was fired.
Joining the ranks of the unemployed, Lorenzini then lost his insurranee benefits, all sources of income
and his ability to take care of himself.
Eventually, he was forced to move
into a SHANTI housing project, a social service organization for AIDS
victims.
"I think that the most insulting
and degrading experience," he said,
"was standing in line with a bunch of
alcoholics and welfare recipients and
waiting to collect food stamps. I had
worked so hard to get my college degree and there I was.
"I can remember I would go to
stores way out of my way to use those
food stamps. It was very hard. It’s
still a very bitter and difficult thing to
confront that I’m no longer capable
of getting a job or being able to provide for myself."
- Lorenzini warned against a legislative "return to morality."
"One of the most important
things that we need to be aware of,"
he said, "is the legislation of morality
that people are looking to see. If

we’re looking to see a return to
’moral’ values, I think that what we
will do is push AIDS into an underground position.
"We would not allow anyone, including myself, to be willing to work
or cooperate with medical researchers. Many will not go for medical
care, they’ll either go underground or
continue to go undiagnosed or untreated. We already do have cases
like that in parts of the United States,
where people in less fortunate areas
of the country find that their families
are ashamed of their sexuality and
their diagnosis, lock themselves or
get locked into bedrooms and left untreated until they die. This is a reality. It happens a lot."
Lorenzini speculated on the positive things that could come from the
disease.
"I think that in the Vs and ’705
we were a very sex directed society.
We were trying to liberate ourselves
as far as our sexuality, we wanted
people to accept a variety of lifestyles.
"Hopefully, we will begin to treat
our partners as equals, no matter if
it’s a heterosexual relationship, or a
gay or lesbian one, or with ourselves.
I hope that we will learn to negotiate
and honor our partner’s limits and
that we will learn the skills of mating
and relationships that we’ve neglected."

AIDS effects go beyond physical

retchen Heber

Daily staff photographer

Steve Morin, left, introduces AIDS victim John Lorenzini
He concluded by saying that
AIDS has made him get whatever he
can out of life because his time left is
so short.
"There are some values that can
be gained from AIDS." he said. "I’ve
gotten a new perspective about life itself. I realize that the object of life is
not to survive, not to live forever, but
to gain knowledge and get whatever

value you can get from life. The issue
is not how lam going to deal with my
death, but what I’m doing with my
life today. It’s a lesson that I wish I
had learned before."
"I look at AIDS not as a punishment, but ass challenge. It is a challenge that I am meeting, and a challenge of which I am proud of my
response to."
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makers, so they don’t write legislotion that ends up hurting the vicUrns," Siversten said.
This AIDS panel discussion on
"Public Policy Issues" was held in
conjunction with "AIDS Awareness
Week" in Morris Dailey Auditorium,
and it involved six speakers from the
SJSU campus who spoke on their perspective of the problem and also answered anonymous written questions
from the 30-member audience,
More questions were asked at
this event than at others last week.
"And joking (about AIDS) is a
pretty tragic statement," Siversten
said. "We need to take an aggressive
position and tell them that this isn’t
something to laugh at."
In an AIDS Awareness student
survey given recently by the Student
Health Advisory Committee, many
students indicated they knew little
about AIDS but feared that they
could get it easily. The committee
chairman, Kevin Keith, cited the survey results
Twenty percent felt that AIDS
victims should be quarantined, 20

percent would refuse to socialize casually with AIDS victims, and 60 per cent would never accept transfused
blood, Keith said.
"As health educators," said Rob ert Latta, associate director of SJSU
Student Health Services, "we must
identify the problem, prioritize, take
action, and follow up."
Robert Ingraham. SJSU prolessor of biological science, feels that
people need to be much more aware
of the graveness of the disease.
"It’s generally considered lobe a
death warrant," said Ingraham, who
had a student two years ago at SJSU
who died of AIDS.
Ingraham said that one-fourth of
all families will have someone who’s
gay, so the disease should be understood.
Father Robert Leger of the Cam pus Christian Ministry stressed that
AIDS victims should be treated with
as much loving care as Jesus did will
all kinds of ill people. "To treat them
any different would be inappropriate," he said,
Siversten stressed that only by

’Joking (about AIDS)
is a pretty tragic
statement. . .this
isn’t something to
laugh at.’

TUITION WAIVERS
ARE AVAILABLE
A few Spring semester
tuition waivers are
available for:

Wiggsy Siversten,
counselor
accident do gays make up most of the
AIDS victims in the United States because in other places where AIDS ex ists (such as in Africa), it’s equal
among heterosexual
men and
women.

FULL TIME
CONTINUING
HIGH GRADE POINT
VISA STUDENTS

Siversten responded to a question
of why gay people are so defensive.
"As a member of the gay corn munity, I’ve felt the discrimination,"
Siversten said. "If this disease had
happened to the white heterosexual
community, believe me, thousands
and millions of dollars would have
been laid out immediately."

Applications & information are
available in Adm. Bldg. 201
PHONE: 277-2261

VD hot line is source of college credit
By Denver Lewellen
Daily staff writer
"Social diseases" are worth calling up about.
An estimated 400 people call the
VD National Hotline in Palo Alto
daily.
With the ever-increasing threats
of venereal disease, herpes, AIDS,
and strains of asymptomatic gonorrhea, people from all parts of the
United States are turning to the hot
line for current information and support, said Gwen Dyason-Wood, assistant director of the VD National
Hotline.
"Basically, we’re funded to provide information and to refer callers
to public clinics and private practices," said the SJSU alumnus. "We
have addresses of qualified clinics
and doctors all over the country."
In California, persons with questions about venereal diseases can call
toll free 1-800-227-8922. The out of
state number is 1-800-982-5883.
"It’s very different out there,"
said Dyason-Wood. "In a lot of areas
of the United States, sexually transmitted diseases (STD’s) are simply
not discussed. Besides that, in
smaller communities, everybody
knows everyone else, and people are
too embarrassed to have their symptoms checked out by their own doctors."
Because it is federally funded,
the hotline relies heavily on volunteers to keep itself going.
SJSU health science Prof. Jack
Smolenski has been the coordinator
of the health science internship program with the hot line for the past
five years.
"The hot line provides an invaluable experience for our students,"
Smolenski said. "It is an excellent
background to have. Gwen puts them
through an extensive training program which teaches them communicaton skills, counseling skills and
everything they need to know about
STDs.
Before going on the lines. volunteers go through IS hours of preparatory workshops in which they learn
about STD’s, role play, and observe
other fully trained volunteers.

"We have volunteers from all
walks of life," said Dyason-Wood.
"We start taking them at 16 years of
age. It’s really a very satisfying job
because you know you’re helping people."
One SJSU health science student,
Rob Santos, stayed on at the hot line
as a volunteer after his internship
was finished.
"I think it’s important to do this
kind of work," Santos said. "because
most health organizations look for
volunteer work on a person’s resume.
"Some days are better than 0thers," he added, "but it’s always good
to know you’re helping people. I get a
lot of calls from people who are kind
of like rue: students who are around

live is that they are fearful of touch
ing anybody, they feel contaminated
The fourth group is the friends.
family, relatives and loved ones of
the first three groups. Morin said that
support services are often needed for
these people as well, as they suffer
from extreme depression and worry.
The last group to suffer psycho,
logical effects of AIDS are those who
have developed depression, anxiety
or other purely psychological symptoms that mimic the symptoms of
AIDS.
"These people are often outside
of risk groups. We’re getting a lot of
reports that school children are having ’panic attacks’ related to the fear
of AIDS."
Morin urged support by everyone
toward people with AIDS, noting that
"fag bashings," physical violence directed towards gay people, are on the
increase, and homophobia is leading
to discriminitation and ostracism.
"Churches could really help a lot
more than they are," he said. "But so
many of them are stuck in their ’morality.’ AIDS is going lobe with us for
a very long time. In the second decade of the disease, it will be a rare
person who has not been affected by
it.
"What we’re targeting for," he
said, "is that the public policy in California will provide direct services for
people in all of the affected groups.
We have a rather large agenda. The
psychological implications of AIDS
are becoming clearer and clearer."

FOREIGN STUDENTS!

Six speakers discuss AIDS public policy
By Michelle King
Daily staff writer
Public policy -makers in the Valley are lacking the proper information on AIDS, said Wiggsy Sivertsen
of SJSU Counseling Services at an
AIDS panel Friday.
"People feel that if the public is
ignorant, they won’t try to experiment," she said.
"We need to educate the policy

continued from page IA
they do not have any of the diseases
that have been defined as AIDS by
the Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta.
Many ARC patients are very fatigued and unable to work. They develop all kinds of physical conditions.
It has been well documented that
many people have died of ARC.
"The problem for ARC patients,"
Morin said, "is that they must live in
the gray zone. There are enormous
psychological consequences of not
knowing what’s going to happen in
the future.
"These people don’t know if their
health will continue to deteriorate, or
if they will actually come down with
AIDS. There are fewer social services for ARC patients, fewer support
groups, and less general understanding in the medical community."
According to Morin, there are
about about ten times as many people
with ARC as there are with AIDS.
Morin listed the third largest
group susceptible to the psychological effects of AIDS as the people who
test positive to the AIDS virus but are
not sick. A recent report by the New
England Journal of Medicine reports
that 1.7 million people have tested
positive for the virus.
"These people," Morin said,
"must live the rest of their life based
on the assumption that they are capable of transmitting the virus to other
people A lot of times what we
find in people who have tested posi-

Last day to apply is Dec, 3, 1985

my age, who just want to confirm
that what they’ve got isn’t the worst
thing in the world and that every.
thing will be okay. I can usually tell
them that."

Solidarity Week

"To be a volunteer," said Dyason-Wood,"we require a genuine interest in learning about STD’s, sensitivity, good judgment, maturity, and
a sense of responsibility."
After the 15 hour training period,
it is desirable that the volunteers
work at least four hours a week.
"I have seen a lot of growth.
Dyason-Wood added. "in our volunleers as they sense what they are
doing to help stop the spread of these
diseases "
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Spartaguide
To include your information in
Spartaguide visit the Daily office in
Room 208, second floor of Dwight Ben
tel Hall
Flying Twenty will hold a general meeting at 7:30 p.m today in
Aeronautics Building, Room 107. For
further information contact Stephen
Heesacker at ( 415 ) 989-8323
HILLEL Jewish Student Association will have a Tuesday lunch and
learn with the Rabbis program at
noon today at the HILLEL office, 300
S. 10th St For more infomation contact Marlene Burak at 294-8311.
The Community Committee for
International Students will have conversational English tutoring between
10 a.m and noon, and betweem 1 and
3 p.m today and tomorrow in the Administration Building, Room 222. For
further information contact Muriel
Andrew at 279-4575.
HILLEL Jewish Student Association will hold an open board and a
planning meeting at 6:30 p.m. today
at Squeezer’s (Stevens Creek and Saratoga) For further information contact Marlene Burak at 294-8311.
The Re-Entry Advisory Program

will hold a brown bag lunch workshop
on "Stupid Disease" between noon
and 1 p.m today in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room. For more information contact Virginia O’Reilly at 2772005

Career Planning and Placement
will have a Resume II workshop between 1:30 and 3:30 p.m today in
Business Classroom, Room 4. For
further information contact Cheryl
Allmen at 277-2272

Campus Crusade for Christ will
hold its weekly meeting at 7:15 p.m.
today in the Student Union Student
Council Chambers For further information contact Don Wilcox at 4481620.

AIESEC, the International Business Association, will hold a greneral
meeting at 7 p.m. today at Suzi
Bauer’s house. For more information
contact the AIESEC office at 2773458

The Asian American Christian
Fellowhip will hold a general meeting at 7 p.m. today in the Student
Union Almaden Room. For further
information contact Christian Sue at
370-9128.

The Asian Business League will
hold a general meeting on marketing
and fund-raising procedures at 7 p.m.
today in the Student Union Costanoan
Room. For further information contact Mirasol at 238-5521

Career Planning and Placement
will hold a workshop on summer job
hunting techniques at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Student Union Costanoan
Room. For further information contact Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

The Chemistry Department will
hold a seminar on "Dissolution Kinetics Study on Electron Beam Negative
Resist" at 1:30 p.m. today in Duncan
Hall, Room 505. For more information contact lrena Fairman at 2772366

Continuing Education will have
applications available for international programs all this week in
Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 216. For
more information contact Lisa Capano at 277-3284.

The Hispanic Business Association will have a general meeting at 5
p.m. tomorrow in Business Classrooms, Room 001. For further information contact Robert Garcia at 2641196.

Planning for the summer

Gretchen Heber
Debby Tarnopol spoke on behalf of TECNICA,

Career center offering job-hunting workshop today
By Jack Tordjman
in the Student Union Costanoan
Daily stall writer
Room, will include self employment
opportunities
for students, Flannery
Christmas is right around the
corner, but the Career Planning and said. She said students should lock at
Placement Center has summer their abilities or skills and search for
a job they could apply those to.
plans.
For instance, a student who
To help students plan ahead for
their summer jobs, the Career Plan- speaks several foreign la ngages
ning and Placement Center has could find a job as a tutor, Flannery
scheduled a workshop on summer said. A summer job should be a way
to match their interests with a means
job-hunting techniques today.
to earn money.
"Christmastime is one of the best
Planning the search is one of the
periods of the year to plan and orga- most important steps to get a job.
hunt,
job
summer
coming
the
nize
Flannery said. One of the first steps
said Diane Flannery, job developer is to do research about the company,
at Career Planning and Placement she said. As for applicants, the
and coordinator of the workshop.
"know yourself" concept is essential.
She said certain companies or Flannery said.
agencies have early deadlines for hir"Students have to learn how to
ing. For instance, applications for present themselves effectively," she
some national park or federal gov- said.
ernment jobs have to be turned in beThere are few steps students
fore mid -January.
should be aware of, Flannery said.
The workshop, held at 12:30 p.m
The resume - the student’s busi-

ness card will introduce the candidate to the employer, said June Lim,
Career Planning and Placement adviser. Therefore it should be written
in a clear, precise and comprehensive manner, Lim said.
"Students need to understand
that a well written and marketable
resume will sometimes allow them to
get an interview," she said.
Carolynn Gunn, career adviser,
said as far as the interview is concerned students must realize they
project an image.
She said the interviewer will
usually make assumptions about the
way the candidate looks within the
first 15 seconds.
The summer job fair, to be held
Feb. 12 and 13, was scheduled for earlier this year because employers
make hiring decisions by March, she
said. The fair will give students an
occasion to meet with more than 120
employers.

English prof masterminds
fictional campus whodunit
By Nancy Kawanami
Daily staff writer
&NC English Prof. Marian
Robinson is writing a murder mystery book based on a fictional local
state university.
"Actually, it’s la second murder mystery," Robinson said. "A
couple of years ago I decided to try
my hand at it, and I wrote one, and
it’s done, and I just let it sit. I got
the idea for the second one about a
year ago. I was in Ireland for six
months and I was doing this thing
on literary forgery (plagiarism )
and I was reading about this very
interesting forgery in the 19th century and I just took that and updated it to the 20th century and that
was the plot."

Finding the time to write her
book has to wait until school
breaks.
"I did it when I was in Ireland
when the load was a lot easier.
drafted it, and then I came back
from Ireland last year and didn’t
do anything until over Christmas.
And then over Christmas, I finished
the first real draft of it," she said.
"It’s set at a state university
called San Pedro State University,
which is about 80 miles south of San
Francisco in Silicon Valley," she
said.
Robinson hopes to finish writing her book soon and she has set
her sights on getting it published.
"I foresee finishing it
I hope

this summer. And then I will
send it off places and then we’ll
see," she said.
"I was told that for a full book
you really need an agent. The first
thing to do is send it to a good
agent, and if a good agent accepts
it, it’s tantamount to having it published because they’re very picky, I
understand," she said.
"The name of the (first manuscript was ’The Zola Papers’ and
it too had kind of a literary base It
was about a mystery that was
about the death of Zola, the French
writer. And, again I just updated it
and set it in this general area. It
was sort of a learning process because I’ve never tried to write a
whole book before," she said.

Art Department auction a success
By Tyrone van llooydrink
Daily staff writer
Despite some dreary weather
and a low turnout, organizers called
the fifth annual Art Department Benefit Exhibition and Auction on Saturdays financial success.
Out of 89 items up for bid, seven
went unsold and the auction collected
about 814,000. said Gallery Director
Andy Ostheimer, exhibition and special projects coordinator
The items for sale included graduate student and faculty artwork
such as paintings, sculptures, and
prints The proceeds of the auction go
to student aid, scholarships, publications and special progams in the Art
Department.
"I had done an initial tally on
what I thought the pieces might go
for and a lot of them went higher,"
Ostheimer said. "I think there were
some good collectors here."
She estimated the number of buyers at about ISO.

"That’s line I would have liked
two hundred. There has been in the
past a larger attendance. There was
a big football game today," she said.
"I was pleased with a lot of student
work, as to how high that went. I
think people recognized the quality
even though the reputation might not
have been up to the faculty.**
"I think the people we had here
were bidding pretty lively and I think
we did pretty well," said Fred Spratt,
Art Departent chairman. "We
usually get anywhere between $12,000
and $16,000 and I expected somewhere in that range this time.
"This helps us to do the things we
can’t do on a regular budget. It allows us to increase the quality of the
( Art Department) publications, pays
for visiting artists to come in to lecture It gives us the opportunity to
add to the scholarship fund.**
Spratt said that all of the art to be
auctioned is a direct gift to the department and no percentage goes

Attention Foreign Students
Deadline for Tuition
Waiver is Dec. 3, 1985
Applications & Information are
Available in Administration Bldg.,Room 201
Call: 277-2262

back to the artist.
"Without them, we would have a
tough time getting by," he said.
Buyer David O’Mara said he
spent about $1,000 at the auction and
was there for the quality of the work.
"We’re more interested in the
art," he said. "It makes it much less
painful when it goes to a good cause
simultaneously when we collect the
art. It will sit in the collection at
home)."
Art Prof. Tony May bought Prof.
Geoffrey Bowman’s "Diverse," a
mixed media painting he intendes to
hang in his house

Central American policy
called similar to Vietnam
By Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer
Similarities between Central
America and Vietnam are sometimes
exaggerated, but they do exist, said
an opponent of the Reagan Administration’s foreign policy.
"Once again Americans are
being lied to and I think that is the
danger we’re facing here," said Patricia Hynds, a Roman Catholic Mary
Knoll lay missionary who spent the
past five years in Nicaragua. "We’re
not getting accurate information
from our administration. We’re being
told things that are distortions and
sometimes outright lies."
Hynds spoke to about 50 people at
a Central America teach-in in the
upper pad of the Student Union on
Friday. She was one of several speakers who participated in the event
sponsored by five campus organizations: the Central America Solidarity
Association, the General Union for
Palestinian Students, the All African
People’s Revolutionary Party, the
Pan-Africans and the Intercultural
Steering Committee.
The state of emergency imposed
by the Nicaraguan government was
one example Hynds gave to illustrate
how the present administration uses
misinformation.
She said the Reagan Administration "screamed" about the restrictions imposed by the Sandinistas and
"suddenly become concerned" that
civil liberties were being restricted.
"I found that kind of funny,"
Hynds said, "since the Reagan Administration has been saying there
have been no civil liberties for the
past several years."
Hynd said she lived in Nicaragua
when the first state of emergency
took effect in March 1982. It was imposed, she said, to deal with terrorist
activities conducted by the U.S. government against the Nicaraguan government.
"The (Nicaraguan) government
is trying to deal with people who are
very much trying to undermine the
process that the people have chosen
and are trying to carry out," Hynds
said.
She reminded the audience that
on May I Reagan announced a state
of emergency, which she said was
imposed because Nicaragua posed a
security threat to the United States
It also provided Reagan with the
"legal mechanism" to impose a
trade embargo against the Nicaraguan government, she said
Though Reagan would say Nicaraguans are afraid to demonstrate
against the state of emergency,
Hynds said, Nicaraguans weren’t

afraid to face the tanks of the Somoza
regime six years ago.
"People don’t feel it is an unjust
state of emergency," Hynds said,
"and I really believe that if the people of Nicaragua thought this government was more repressive than the
previous one, they’d be out demonstrating to show their displeasure.
And that’s not happening."
Hynds also talked about the Reagan Administration’s "White Papers," which she said purport to substantiate arms flow from Nicaragua
to El Salvador and to further justify
U.S. covert activities there.
"That charge has never been
able to be substantiated," Hynds
said. She added that the latest White

’What is happening to
accountability?
What is happening to
the right for the
American people to
decide what kind of
policies American
people are going to
support?’
Patricia ilynds,
lay missionary
Paper, "Revolution Beyond Our Borders," cites the Reader’s Digest as a
source.
"When you base a document
that’s supposed to be a government
document and the sources are . . .
articles from Reader’s Digest of
other kinds of press releases and
that’s your substantiation for a foreign policy to wage a war against another country, it gets pretty scary,"

Term Paper Worries
Let A-1 Secretarial
and Wordprocessing Services
take the burden off
your shoulders
Pruneyard Towers II
1999 S. Bascom Ave. Ste. 743
559-14973

Hynds said.
She discussed the Reagan Administration’s charge that Nicaragua
is training terrorists from all over the
world.
"Besides running a country that
has been devastated by an earthquake, a war and now a counterrevolution . . . and fighting the contras at
the same time, Nicaragua is training
every guerrilla, every terrorist in the
whole wide world. I don’t know how
they have time to get anything else
done if they’re running a terrorist
country club."
Where Reagan said training exists, groups of reporters have fousid
nothing. Hynds said. Where Reagan
talked about large shipments of
arms, people found field hospitals,
and where a report of a large Stole(
base was to have been built, people
found a sugar refinery, she said.
"What is happening to accountability?" Hynds said. "What is happening to the right for the American
people to decide what kind of policies
American people are going to support? What’s happening to the sight
of Congress to oversee our foreign
policy?"
The covert operations against Nicaragua have been moved out of the
CIA because "it was getting too difficult for people to be able to do what
they want without accountability and
now has been moved to the National
Security Council, which has, in effect, very, very little accountability," she said.
"We also need to realize that in
spite of what the Rambo mentally
seems to be advocating these dais,
democracy cannot be imposed,ijust
like revolution cannot be started
from without," Hynds said. "I think
it’s about time that we recognize that
these people have a right to decide
for themselves what system they
want, even if it’s not made in the
image of the United States."
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Campus
The California State University
system has assigned a task force to
look at the legal, ethical and moral
responses for faculty members or
other individuals who may come in
contact with those who have contracted AIDS.

ing about possible legislation brought
on by the spread of AIDS.
McCorquodale said legislation
which would quarantine AIDS patients would be consistent with past
rulings that quarantined people when
there were polio and tuberculosis epidemics.

State Sen. Dan McCorquodale,
D -San Jose, concluded SJSU AIDS
Awareness Week Friday by speculat-

Money for a $20,000 study to determine how to cool the Recreation
and Events Center will come out of

the $21 million originally budgeted
for the Rec Center project, said J.
Handel Evans, SJSU executive vice
president.
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Relatives of Ann Marie Courtney, missing SJSU biology student,
have enlisted the services of the U.S.
Air Force. Courtney was last seen
Oct. 25 when she left by herself to go
camping at Pfeiffer Big Sur State
Park
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Shabb.r dinners parte.. brunch.
Matures. Hot.. iessons. Tu.
day lunch prow., For informs
lion call HEIN office. 294-8311

MUST

SEE

TO

APPRECIATE!!

The
Overcornersl. dynamic group of
Ch... true enjoy the super
natural power & ...ince of God
The God of the uni ..... is very

The
Overcomer.
meat
every
Wednosdoy st 7 30prn at the Stu
dent Union
in the Coster..
room Coll Bel for Info 279 2133

in

’,s,SY
1st
ed
lk
at
de
ey
he

SALOON BOUQUET DELIVERY per
sons needed, MVVF. 9 30-3 30 T
Th 104 Must be fluent in English
Call Everything But Flower.. 293
4409 Ositween 3 5pm daily
CATERING STUDENTS WANTED .op
Wirer makers Part .. on cam
pus Varied hours. days. evenings.
we...do Start $3.135thr 277
3163
Library attendant circ. procedures
3 15.7 15 MTh. Sat.9.15 4 15
85 00/hr Santa Clara Co Law Li
bre. 360N 101 St
EARN $ AS intramural sports official in
football volleyball soccer. inner
tube weterpolo, or b ..... boll
Apply Lei.. Services next to
Pub, 277 2858
EARN MAXIMUM
$ $ Se -Keep fit
look groM Call 294 9375 for in
formation
HANDYMAN $ 10r.

DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your Math. ay*.
& money too For information &
brochure me A S. office or colt
14081371 6811.

UNITED EXPRESS CHECK CASHING
Co will cosh your financial 514 &
payroll check IV/ at a low cost
wrno hassles If you’re unhappy
with your mall drop or If you nood
one, mall box. aro mailable One
block from campus. 124-B E
Santa Clare St Phone 279 2101
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cm
ter
Sunday Lutheran 10 45.ro.
Catholic 00 and 8 00pm Pleme
call Campus Ministry at 298 0204
for worship coon/sling worm.
and study opportunities 11. Na
tell. Shoes Fr Bob Lager Sr
Joan Panolla Rev Norb Firnhaber

AUTOMOTIVE
77 Demon F 10 Hatch.. 5 mood.
AM FM cm. AC 1113 fini whl dry.
over 40 mpg many extras run.
e xcellent Atter 8 PM Jeff 972
1447
DO YOU NEED AUTO INSURANCE,
Co* me for quote a. I can cure
ant00 covers. same day John
Mattson Monday through Satur
doy from yarn to 9prn 272 4092
JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANNIES No
core cherge’6 mos +imam, Free
delivery Student Discount Spar
ton Distributor. 365 7007
’79 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX Mint cone
new tires pwr windows tochs
cruise control Also hos engine
warranty Cell 365 8611
’79 CHEVY CAMARO 3 spd menu/
shit tidy in good shop* runs well
11900. coil l4151967 1489

COMPUTERS
RAYPRO 4 COMPLETE COMPUTER
peckago Ind modem dorms of
make software etc $785 Dr
GehlIngor 177 311410 rries.ege

FOR SALE
VF 11
’constr., feed

ELEANOR’S

PLANTFOODI, A
type plant food

Doveloped by HydroC.nic men.
A complete nutritional balance
Plants Mcorne megnekontit Afil
clan Violets

pop

with bloom.

become
13.0Pmg
Chucks’ Folier feeding incredibie
outdoor
and
romft. (Indoor
plant. Spector-01er marigold. Fro
’Chortle.

pollens etc Ferns& rico. well not
drop Savo. If foliar fed ImIstod)
Bert. than B 1 in transtemfing
Alto plant reincarnation powers,
Y. cent over do with VF 11
and you can’t burn your ;dents!,
Erdoy, Buy this denoting VF 11 at
moot grocery chains and goeden
..kr storm Eleanor of CeNfor
Ma 720 Univereity Lee Gatos
Cs 9903014081395 3959
RIEVONSII QUALITY COTTON PROD
’ UCTS Crewe your own thing IL

Must

know

Plumbing repo. Orlo,wily. but
painting floor laying. en- More
then one mason medmm from time
Call
to time ad runs ell sism

much alive and wants to melte
...If known to you’ Come and
mparionco th. or...co power
and lo. of God In e very mil way

STUDENT

he
Ii at
nd
01
ef41-

HELP WANTED

cloricel to post grad. intro to stro
vert WE NEED YOU Noar cam
put

10%

Ayes . San Jos*. 378 5646
discount with this ad

Don 288 6647

Of

Mrs

Spalding

947 0831
MC

DONALD ’s

NOW HIRING!, Pre
forum pey. hours flosible sround
school schedule. 2-5 days. 00-35
hrs rwk

Interviews M.F. 3,4 pm

Cont.. Kathy or David ot 356
3095. 15475 Los Gai. Blvd
NEED CASH?? $500/11000 stuffing
Rush
Guarantee.
envelop*.
stamped add
envelops to
Sc.
McManus
Enterprises
1458,50. Springfield, Or 97477
eve.
OFFICE ASSISTr25 40 hr !wk
rotsil
IL weekends VIMwt duties
credit office Permanent yr round
opportunity with flexibi Ms Coll
Jeri or Janet at 296 7393
PART TIME RECEPTIONIST Greet ViBi
tors in our front lobby answer
phones. nem typing & clencs1 M
F 7,3012 30pm Er. dirsired
0.111. Devices, Inc 1051 S MEM
T. Blvd Map.. Call 945 5056
RESTAURANT COOK with broiler
perk.c, end kitchen helper. Mips
nos. cuMine Apply In person at
Okayome Restaurant. 565 A. N
6th St . San Jo.
RETAIL HELP’))! Permanent and tem
porory position. aveilobia Pay rare
$13 25thr No oxporience merited
wiN train Pan time end Full time
Hours negotiable Ev
nines and weekends ...le
Corporate scholarships awarded
W. noed poor. right woy, Cell
mailable

14081275 9885 Monday Friday
10 am 3 pm only 11f line is busy
be pee/It ond try /mire
An Equal Opportunity Company
11400 8600/month
SALES!
EARN
pert time or $2000 $3000rmonth
full time with ififfilth & Nutrition
products company Coll Deep. et
14081984 71131
SALES/PART TIME
hours
flexible
Paint & mSIp.pem store
wall
Stoning
salSe gip
preen.
.5rhr Call 266 4600. The Point
Store 5416 Crandon Am

S J

SPRING SEMESTER JOBS ON CAM
PUS, Stud.ts wonted to moor
vim gym end vinght roomer night
Overall staff so
pervisor elm nmd. Apply in A S
Loisure Services no. 0 the Pub
end on wooknds

277 2858
SUMMER JOBS, Notional Park Co
21 prim 5 000 opening. Com
plate Information as 00 perk re
port Minion Mtn Co 651 2nd
A. WN.KoNspeN. Mt 59901
REGISTER WITH THE BEST, Whethor
mailable for work during the
week mrsekend.rpon timertmg.
rary or only during the holiday.
Cell us today for information All
WIN and Mill levet. Best Tempo
RADIO

TIME

245 2141

3648

$10 $360 Weekly/Up moiling cl.cu
la. No quotas) Sincrely inter

all mar.ts of immigretion & .
tIonslity Law office Is only
5
min drive from compuo For m op
point.... cod Robert Ng at 14081
564.0596

mted rush self addressed *nye
lope Success P0 Box 470CEG.
Woodstock. II 60096

HOUSING
RESERVE FOR JANUARY NOW. Huge
2 bdrrn 2 bath apartment Only
on block Porn campus So..,
bldg & parking. 6 dom.. ...a
tor sundock $626rmo call 287
5316 doys 867 0642 eves
STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF No. a
piece, Have
SJSU off corn
pus homing program. 277 3996
Free service

PERSONAL
13011 The Raiders ars wussies corn
pared to the Hawks the 1121, lust
right and mcs is no root.. keten
Mon Boom rs a dog But despite oil
of the, I enjoy ’hanging out’ with

I WILL TEACH you ENGLISH In m
change for MANDARIN Imo.
Call 1408/356 - 2885.

001 personalities and life stylus
Call John Paulson Photography et
559.5922
LOSE WEIGHT & IMPROVE your hoolth
WM..
nutrition
PP,Ofttn,
Cleanses mum & noticeable In
cFEEENE ana.gf & vitality No drug.

Call Mr

person/arid introduc

non
service
You make
the
c.o.* Cell CHOICES at 971

Unimrsity dependabl end expert
mood Illok only that you present
legible copyl Willow Glen arm
Mono Marsha (tam 8pm) et 266
9448

motel on Lake Shore. cl TV. hot
tub. next door
shuttle to ski
areas min from North..

BETTER grad,s with boner papers
Help with grammar. editing Expert
in loch subjects style manuals

YOUTH HOSTEL PASSES for travel
worldwide Host/ dleectorie Eu
mil 8 &NEI. pmse. Fast and
helpful itervice American Youth
Hostels 408/298 0670

eluding SPAS ch..; & graphs
IBM word processing Los Gato,.
South SJ
Coll 978 7330
7
dens wk

INJENVENTURA TRAVEL
I ICHRISTMAS VACATIONII
RIO/SontiagorBuenos Aires
..
int $809rt
Int $855n
Int 11559ri
!SPECIAL RIOU

NATIONAL GAY/BI contact club for
men & women Low rm. SASE

quote over the phone My pho
number is 14081249 1301

SERVICES
BACKACHE? Free osamination 8 treat
mem es pan of .....etch prolect
If you have hod low back pain for
mom than 6 month. 8 ore 20 65
yrs old, please cell Palmer College
of Chiropractic West at 14081
244-8907. orit 7
BARE IT ALL1. Stop shoving, waxing
twoozing Let me permantely rs
move your unwanted hair lchlo. bi
klni, tummy, moustoche. back,
shoulders. etc 1 15% discount to
students and faculty Call before
Dec 31. 1985 & got your 1st

ANXIOUS, Need help with
CREST? ELME, Privet* tutoring?
The Meth In.thirto offors moth to
toring. oducation seminors diag
nostic tooting. consultation Coll
14081295-8066

Gone Tomorrow
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICE’!
Mow. trim. dge. wmd etc Low
monthly ..... Free estimates Cell
Volley Lawn Care, 371 5933
EATING DISORDERS CENTER
The
Rader Institute.AMI at Santa Cruz
Community Hospital is compre
hombre program for the successful
...goon, of moresis bulimia and
compulsive eating Our warm cod
coring approach odds..... the
medical psychological, nutritional
social end spiritual esp.,, of Inc

Hwy. 101 Ei N Firoalts wilt Sun
nyvale
Electrolysis
Center
14081734-3115.

153

Of

GERMANY
HONGKONG

frm $589.
frrn $699rrt

866 2442 Tricia/Marien

TYPING
AAA ACCURACY, ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACHIEVEMENT. In typing her s
tops
Try Tony Halm.
296

Jose
41 00 admusion
info 14081 241 7958 Auction
Emy parking. food end drink
WEDDING PORTRAITS& MODEL pon
folios by an ani. See rho Ph,
Kapp. Alpha 1986 calendsr for a

ACADEMIC

WORD PROCESSING A
SPECIALTY Chrystel offers rapid
turnaround
profession/
letter
quelity product guorantoed work

sample of my work. Men cell John
Rickman at 262 4283
YOU CAN TASTE the deform., Now
you can Improve the quality of fft
mew you drink
The Amway
Water Treatment System 01.0
vely rernoves more than 100 EPA
priority pollutants so wetl as im
proving its 00000 and odor You can
taste the difference In your own
wet.
CM for
no obligation
demon 00000 ion
now,
Ron
14081275 9432

I a Student Discount Theme re
ports manuals resurnas Std
OlICIO transcription Edging ’aryl.
ellsh storage available 8 ern to 8
pm 7 days ml Chrystel at 923
ACCOMPLISHMENT.
ACCURACY.
ACHIEVEMENT ape ...error MP

11111

PHOTO CENTER Quality I hr
photo developing rush servo. on
coLor 6 x l’s & prints horn slides
co. photos

Overnight slide

1st 10 yrs itrip w’studonts IBM
selectric & CIIISSIMO transcription
Hey mt.. all work guaranteed
8 30ern 9 00pro N Son Jose. 10
min
from campus
Jen* 251

pro

IS Met senior dosign
prolect due and you have no Idea
whin to build? Or you Mow what
to build but can’t find Me par. or

the nee ..... y information about
thorn With my library of menufac
totem ...books design idiom. tip
II schematics I can hoip you, CM
for
details Doy
942 7736
Eves 293 4780 Ask for Joe
FACULTY. STAFF & STUDENTS, Coo
titled massege proctionor offering
MornatIve health care Acme.
ciii them. SwedIshrEsolsin full
body message de. rim. Inte
gration session. oveltal. Strictly
nonsexuel Call for spot after 3
pm Janice Thurston CM P 14081
267 2993

.414091294 2974

TYPING SERVICE., Professional word
proceming. theses. moons Spo
cial rates for SJSU sludents, lac
iihy Resumes mail lists 14081
377 5293 or 14161 493 2200
mt 2136 lwmkdoysl
TYPING SERV

Students. instrumors
Fast. accurate. teas rotes 14151
738 1675 Sunnyvale

TYPING

ports. papers publictrons, rnanu
scripts correspondence. etc WIN
aid
in
grarnmarSpoNing!punc
tuation For prompt. 7 dY
sponse. leave message for Moores
.14081276 6253
PROFESSIONAL TYPING mem deny!
10 yrs Immo.ce all types of pa
pars Close to comp. 11 block)
326 E William St 10 cell 280
0105
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt to
curate. dopendable $2rdbl space
cram including ederng Ser.torm
area Call Joan at 741 5880

TERM PAPERS. THESES
businms
correspondonce
in
surnes. applications. OtC 20 mars
exporlence
Jobs
C011.01.041
quickly Sadler Sommer. SOIViCe
269 8674

WORD PROCESSING- Student porters
bus.ness correapondmeo WIlldw
Glen area. call 11. at 267.6247
WORD PROCESSING studont reports
110 pg mmlwuml Memo. & Ors
...ions Al. moil lists OW
scirption work repetitive letters
pc system aMerestioo
Sm Joao wee. Joye .1 284 1029.
Cup .MVSV area. Androa 996
3010
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Re
ports nulnusts ritilurneS WWI

PUT YOUR WORDS in their best per
spec.* Emerson.od professional
word processing papers Moses
resumes Specialist in technical.
scientific
protects
$ 1 50
$2 50diage CM Vicki at 281

"CONANT**
WORD
PROCESSING
SERVICE for theses dime....
term porters resumes etc Tol,
quality foot it accurate. including

3058. Ram lipm. IBM arm
about Mont rel.. discount

ossoolance with spelling & gram
mar Resonoble
Cal Debbie
at 378 9846 "

RESUMES

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY 101 .0 your
typing 11 word proceming med.
Specializing in term paws, re
ports manuscripts ’march pa
pore. these. le sssss . resumes. Itt

RESUMES

Ask

RESUMES

RESUMES

RESUMES

RESUMES

RESUMES

RESUMES

RESUMES

ADWORKS

ADWORKS
ADWORKS

lists
Call B 11. B Office
Serum.
14081973 8670 Rea
sonable rat
maillng

WORD PROCESSING!, Complete sem
student papers, thmio. rAllpl
50t0, cell Amid at 262 2201

Ic

YOU GET THE BEST RESULTS! Quality
WP convenient locenon
farm Coe 415 940 1682
VOUS GET THE REST RESULTS! ChM
My WP. conveniont location di
count rates 415 940 1692

ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
Mining Your c 00000 droam. come
Ire.’ Call Adworko today at 14081

galrbusinmo ,personol Grammar /1.
spelling aesistance Cossette non
scription
mailable
Guaranteed

BUSINESS
SLOW?

287 6050
SAVE TIME ar got more out 01 1110! Let
us help you research that impor
tont paper or prop. Rmumes for

protrusion/ qualm, fast. accoutre
I Call
and very comp
Pam ot 247-2881
Located in
Smut Clara near San Tomes/Mon

only 1115 Macs your name on our
employment march mailing Mt
Coll 988 6856 Data Pro

f0.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Reports. term
papers. resurnee. OfC OhY01111kIC
ifOOIC. correctable Editing service
mailable
from
41 SOrdouble
space page Neer Camden & Leigh
Cali 371 5933.0.,

SUCCESS

ENTERPRISE Professional
typing and busfrioss services Rom
sonable rates Call 14081 259
9368.

SUNNYVALE.

VALLCO
MARCIE’s
word procesoing. typing Pears..
neat MCUrld All formats includ
Inc
APA
Work
gUllfIlt.d
SI 50ipage Idouble SODCOO pica

GET THE GRADES your hard work de
mrves For your typing. editing Er
composition

meth
whorl you
want 1 typed roght call WRITE
TYPE 14081 972 9430 Ask for
Barbaro Rates by the page hour
or job

8461

Ruth. 723 3043
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME Rossooe
blo rates Cell Pant et 246 6633
and leave rnessam

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and ski
dents con rely on accurate
timely productron of resumes re

286.0260.

week All work guar...

frisson.. rates Call 251 8813
after 3 pm North Son Jose ems

ALTERNATIVES Word pro
cmsInguranscription.....
24
hour mrvice 7 days week Pick
uprdelivory Student Rot. Avail

DOWNTOWN LOCATION ims then 1
mile frro SJSU Last minute eve
ning work welcomed Expert typ
ingr word processing Reasonable
00000 Try me I’m just your TYPE

2087 $1 50 par page inack turn
around, ausilable sevm drol.
ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
Term papers
...meg
letters
mentiocripts etc Fast turnaround

OFFICE

mtmd quick roturn on all paw.
Phone 264 4504

incl hotel

typal Call 720 8635
TERM PAPERS. THESES resumes For
all your typing needs. cell Perfect
improssions

LET A PROFESSIONAL type your term
papors, rem.., cover letters
Quality work and reamnable rates
Willow Glen ores. 292 8807, frm
disk storeys

.1 996 3333 Stu
.located in Cempbell

den

THE DAISY WHEEL q.tlrn word pro
cemIng Roston. theses diming
Pons propos., manuscripts bum

ADVERTISE
277-3171

nem plans repetitive letter, labels
newsletters fischnical .tatist Call

NEED FAST ACCURATE TYPING! Do
pend on me for export word WO

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters arid spaces tor each hoer

Ad Rates
Minimum three Imps on one day

1111111111111111111111111111111.

1 800

Er ’srlE’ tee

FROM 615 to $501. POSSIBLE
5.5. fom info
oln.ontnety

frm $498/n

EURAIL BRITOIL PASSES
Call any lime WORLD SERVICES

PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAM!
Every Sunday from Roin 3pm Clo
nor Hall. 995 Bascom Ave . S.

dl
which aro es/intlal for life
long recovery Additional informs
lion one
confidential consulto
eon are ma..le et no charge 24
HOUR INFORMATION LINE 14081
iir

LONDON ..

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
and women Spathe reto with fac
ulty or student I D Private & confi
dentist
Wnkdgy,
enaootgs &
Saturday In Knit Business Perk at

op. at 112 price Unwanted hag
disappears with my care Ow. C.
Cholgren. RE 659-3500. 1645
S Bascom Ave C Hatt Today

NEW TRAVEL INFO.
NEW YORK
Ism $2381.
HONOLULU
I,. 62491,1
inci hotel

MATH

Dom P0 Be. 28781. Son Jose.
Co 95159
WOULD LIKE TO find a wornan corn
portion who would be waling 10 ilve
wfhandkapped man Call Brien at
288-2306

Complete Tour $1459
Fiesta Comm.
$1499
926 93210114151398-8336

YOUR TERM pa.. typ.,
Gustily work. COMpOt1111. rates
Setior.tion guerantmd Call Toni
.1 405 259 0382

Idnubi.specedl
E sporran..
Free disk storage C.c. tron
scription available Neer Almaden
Expwy
& Brenham in
Guar

London/P.1011mm
NEW YEAR’S EVE

NEED

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL typ
lows.. promo/11g $1 50room

LlmorQuItorBogote/Cere.

Luciano at

LOWEST INSURANCE RATES. STU
DENT DISCOUNT! Auto I rentors,
low monthly payments No driver
is refused Call WM Chapman for

7408

and resumes Both
stud.ts snd faculty welcome
Will gladly amrst you with gram
mot and sent.. structure For
nun English tn.. Northwestern

NORTH TAHOE. Sun N Sand
Lodge 8308 N Lake Blvd Kings
Beach.
Lk
Tohm.
Ca
ph
191615462515 1112 50rpersoo.
dbl occup. 45 ea add Beautiful

SKI

also motet you with
spelling & grammar
$1 50!ds
page Cell Sue et 993 9260 eves
wmkends Of W.. message don
rng My 25110k. D. The Alsmede

C11.1119, I Can

manuscripts

TRAVEL

100% natural!! Used by medic/
profession & profesional athletes
100% satisfaction guar...d or
money back

5942
AN ANSWER to yOUF Word Processing
and Edning neods Spoor.. in
toren papers rematch protects

Signature Tours ski packago Regular
deponures leaving each Endo,
Call 14081997-4909

258-3168. ohs. 6 pm

LIFE IS NOT all homework, Tail. Onra
for yourself 6 moot elligible singles

426 3282
255 1818

& Country Village 985 7427

LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
prier. John Paulson Photography
Nora each be. 11 groom the ult,
mategomothing extraordinary We
off. en *thorn that reflects individ

you NA

through

goosing lnst.nt pesspon photos.
great service & guoranteod quality
Crk et Winchester. Town

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY wIN con
10 with SJSU mutton. for 30
nano FREE Nuttca is limited to

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines 43.10 $380
4 Lines $3.80 44 50
5 Lines $4.50 45.20
6 Lines 45.20 45.90
Each Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$4.15
$4 85
45.55
46.25
4.70

Four
Days
44 36
45 06
45 76
46 46

Five
Days
44 50
45 20
45 90
46 60

Each
Extra
Day
80
95
41 10
41 25
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Print Name

Rimester Rates WI times)

5 9 Lines 54000
10 14 Lines $55 00
15 PIUS Lines $7000

Phone 277.3175

Send
884

Address

Phone

Coty & State

Zip

Enclosed is

L sue%

Renton Cr San Jose 95123

ram Servicm. 984 1340
TELEMARKETING

FuN time B pen time post
tions ova. Good bon... opori
once. & wages. E C E nog Call
rnont

W.

aggremive tele
phone salospeoide who went to
work hard end Sr. moll/Hod by
money Call Mr. Green at 971
train mthuslestir

9733
WANT HANDS ON meeting **pee
growing preschool
enc/i Join
womper Ed prow.. &

HELP A STARVING STUDENT, I do
moving A hauling will undortod
prof 379 6193 Wave mesempo
I CAN HELP YOU if you ne.d help keep
log budget loan set up bur.or
for you & hoop tre. of pendi
luree
balance check boolm h
mho, financial wort...
Information roll Alen

For more
et 978

Dixie Closellisetiem
Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale
Typing

Lost & Found

Stereo

Personals

51180 01101 MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Clusubse Posh tocatith Oinwie TI64705
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Days
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:

T-shirt company seeks A.S.money
continued from page IA
However, "there’s another contractout Mere
floating around," Lenart said.
Lenart and Miramontes met with Silcox on
Friday and Silcox told them another contract had
been signed for 500 T-shirts, Lenart said.
"i Thursday ), when I talked to the T-shirt
company, Carole Gumbini said Kevin Rice
signed a contract for 500T-shirts," Silcox said.
Gumbin agreed to mail the contract allegedly
signed by Rice to Silcox, and Silcox said she would
bring the contract to Lenart when she got it in the
mail. Silcox said
Lenart said yesterday that she had not received the contract.
"We have to send in a signed contract," Gum bin said. Gumbin said yesterday that she mailed
the contract for 500 T-shirts on Friday but was
"not at liberty to say who signed it ."
Rice said he did not sign any contracts with G.
West Creations and was not aware that any contract had been signed.
"I’ve never talked with anyone from their
company," Rice said. "I’m just the !Homecoming! treasurer. I wrote the budget and that was
Rice said he could "not give

any concrete

’As far as the A.S. is
concerned, they paid out
$1,000 and they’re not going
to have to pay any more.’
Karen Silcox,
ilomecoming committee
co-chairwoman
information" about how much of the budget was
written for T-shirts
Falb said last week that Silcox made a verbal
agreement with G. West Creations for 500 Tshirts. Silcox said she never made a verbal agreement with the company for 5001-shirts.
Falb said he worked with G. West Creations
during Greek Week this year and Homecoming
two years ago, and said he arranged for the company to work with this year’s Homecoming committee. The company is owned and run by Gumbin
and a partner, he said.
"I don’t get any money out of it," Falb said. "I
get a free T-shirt and that’s about it

Silcox said G. West Creations is "in a lot of financial trouble. She IGumbini contacted me, say
ing her company really needed this badly."
Gumbin said her company "was on a tight
budget" when it approached the Homecoming
committee for a contract to print the T-shirts.
Falb was in charge of T-shirts before he
"dropped out," Silcox said. Then Rice was put in
charge, she said.
Miramontes said 500 T-shirts were delivered
to the Sigma Chi fraternity where Rice and Falb
live, but when they were taken to A.S. Business
Office for inventory, 41 T-shirts were missing.
On Oct. 25, the day before Homecoming, 249 Tshirts were delivered to the business office, Miramontes said. The rest were delivered the following
Monday, he said, but 41 were missing.
Rice said the Homecoming commute received "about 450" T-shirts.
The contract signed by Silcox for 450 T-shirts
at $3,200 works out to $7.11 a T-shirt. The missing
contract for 500 T-shirts at $3,200 works out to
$6.40 per T-shirt. The silk-screened T-shirts have
three on the front, three on the
seven colors
back and one on the sleeve.

Mw Schoetoer

Duncan Hall lab fire
accidental, official says

Search on for missing CalPIRG organizer
continued from page IA
disappearance to the San Jose Police
Department on Thursday.
O’Kelley said today’s search of
William Street Park for Edson will
begin at 9 a.m. at 111th and East Wilham streets. Edson was seen by an
acquaintance walking on 18th Street
the evening of his disappearance.

looking for him, but nothing’s come
One of Edson’s four roommates,
SJSU student John Curtis, is the last
person known to have seen Edson.
Curtis said he saw Edson about 2:30
a.m. Monday, Nov. 17.
"I was studying for an exam,"
Curtis said. "He was walking around
and I asked him if he was studying
too and he said no, somebody was
coming to meet him at the house.

Sgt. Joe Weinreb, of the San Jose
Police Department, said Edson’s
name, age and description were entered in a national network computer
"He was real anxious and kept
on Friday.
staring out the living room window.
"If anybody stops him for any He seemed real happy about it, so I
reason, it would show that he is miss- figured it was a girl."
ing," Weinreb said "We’re still
Curtis said he heard a woman’s

Family continues searc
continued from page IA
ask that anyone with information
contact the Monterey County Sheriff’s Department.
Ann Marie Courtney, who moved
to San Jose in 1981, was described by
her landlady, Theresa Aston, as
"honest and beautiful."
Aston said the last time she saw
Courtney was when Aston told her
about spraying the apartment for
bugs
"She moved everything out one
day before going camping," Aston
said.
All of Courtney’s belongings

were found in her abandoned car,
which was parked in the area where
she began her hike.
Even though the spraying was
only to take two hours, Courtney took
owned
everything
ng
own except for the
telephone answering machine.
"She is into natural stuff," Dave
Courtney said. "She didn’t like that
chemical stuff."
Her brothers are now using the
answering machine to take calls or
(erring information on their missing
sister,
Assistant City Editor Aaron
Crowe contributed to this report.

shethih

By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily staff writer
In an effort to bring California
Faculty Association members and
other faculty together to lobby legislators informally and address education problems, a reception was held
at the University Club Thursday
night.
Approximately ISO people mingled with the legislators and their
representatives.The reception gave
CFA members an opportunity to inform policymakers about the CFA
proposals for the 1986 contract, which
is currently being bargained for with
the California State University Board
of Trustees. In turn, the legislators
expressed concern for public education.
Senators Dan McCorqueda le,
Ilenry Mello and Assemblyman
Rusty Areias attended. Representatives from the offices of Senators Alfred Alquist and Rebecca Morgan
and Assemblymen Dominic Cortese,
Sam Farr, Alister McAlister, Byron
Sher and John Vaseoncellos were
also present .
The "Legislators’ Night" was
sponsored by the SJSU chapter of
CFA and the California State Employees Association.
"This is going to be a critical
year for us," said Bob Gurion, CFA
lobbyist in Sacramento. "The board
of trustees want to move away from a
quality institution and take money
and use it for other items." he said.
"We believe in a quality educa
lion that supports endeavors of faculty and students, and the diversification of faculty," Gurion said.
A small question and answer period demonstrated the legislators’
support for the educational system in
California as a whole
"The independence of the CS. U

apart from the legislature (control)
is better for the long term,- Senator
Mello said.
Mello said he is in support of the
CFA. He voted for the 1979 act that
provides for faculty and administration to negotiate and for the faculty to
be part of the educational process.
"The name of the game is to
make your voices heard up in Sacramento. You have to make your case,"
Mello said.
"If the educational community
falls into the favor of the public, there
will be pressure and the legislature
will act," Assemblyman Areias said.
Areias said he has been active in
the quality of education for a number
of years. He was student body president at Chico State University and
said he has been frustrated with the
deterioration of the system.
"We have to provide insurance
that the best potential educators will
choose education to prepare your
geniuses of tomorrow," Areias said.
Areias said he would support any
reasonable proposed increase in
funds or other needs.
"The ball is in your court,"
Areias said.
Some questions during the legislator -teacher interchange concerned
lottery funding and the general education budget.
Mello said the lottery funds
should not supplant the current level
of funding and the faculty should insist that money should be spent on
things not traditionally spent from
the annual budget
Concerning the annual budget.
Mello said he doesn’t like to budget
money for the institution to see it diverted because that is deceiving. It is
up to the faculty to voice their views
and not let the diversions take place.

Hijack victim’s
mother mourns
AP)
The
orEANSIDE
mother of slain hijack victim Scarlet!
Marie Rogenkamp said Monday she
was thankful for the time she spent
with her eldest daughter last summer
now that she must attend to her fune
ra I arrangements
Those arrangements, including a
Roman Catholic funeral, tentatively
are set for Friday after Rogenkamp’s
body is returned to the United States
"I was very happy to he with my
daughter this past summer,- !Jetty
Peterson said in a brief news confer
enee on the lawn of her home here
about 40 miles north of San New -

Ft!, Herb Muktarian
Daily staff writer
The State Fire Marshall’s office has determined that the Nov.
11 fire in Duncan Hall was accidental.
Joan Jennings, of the Fire
Marshall’s office said that the
fire, which burned the end of a laboratory table, resulted when a
small chemical spill ignited.
The chemical apparently
spilled inside a wooden cabinet
under the lab table, she said.
She did not identify the chemical, or what caused its ignition,
but said that the fire in Room 413
was not arson.
The fire also destroyed several ceiling tiles and smoke damaged the walls and windows, in the
fourth floor chemical supply
room.
The tables in the laboratory
room hold glass decanters containing various chemicals including acids, but none of these chemicals were involved.
The room has been temporarily repaired so classes can be held,

voice about 3 a.m , but did not recognize her voice.
"I went to bed about- 4:30
a.m. and woke up about 7:30 a.m. His
room was open, he was gone and I
haven’t seen him since," Curtis said.

"Ile soundea line,- Godwin said
"I called his place the next night,
Monday night, and he didn’t call me
back."
A.S. President Erin O’Doherty
said she began to worry about Edson
on Wednesday.
"Before she showed up, it seemed
"I was thinking, I hadn’t seen
like they must have been making
Rob in three days," O’Doherty said.
plans because she called about four
"The next day we got a call from Cal times between 1 a.m, and the time
PIRG and they had been trying to
she showed up."
contact him."
Edson’s father said his son had
One of Edson’s roommates called
an appointment scheduled with the his father on Wednesday, O’Doherty
Associated Students adviser on Mon- said, and Edson’s father called her
day and he didn’t show up.
the next day.
Edson, a graduate of Springfield
"Rob’s dad and myself and a perCollege in Massachusetts, has been son from CalPIRG spent the entire
working at SJSU since September to
day on the phone," she said. "Your
develop a CalPIRG chapter at SJSU. initial reaction is to try and find him
The Associated Students lets him
yourself."
work out of its office in the Student
Edson was scheduled to attend a
Union.
CalPIRG conference in Los Angeles
On the Sunday before Edson dis- last weekend but he didn’t show up,
appeared, A.S. Secretary Patti O’Doherty said.
McKay saw Edson "between 5 and 7
Edson’s father said a possible
p.m." walking up 18th Street past her reason for his disapperaance is "due
home.
to pressure or whatever, he’s
dropped out for awhile. That’s a defi"It was semi -dark," McKay said.
nite possibility."
"I just happened to see him walking
Weinreb, who is investigating
down the street and we greeted each
Edson’s case, said he is one of three
other. He said he was going to visit a
missing persons investigators with
friend but he didn’t say who. He was
the S.J.P.D. The S.J.P.D. is not conwearing one of those dark blue navy ducting a full-scale search, Weinreb
pea jackets."
said, but is questioning acquaintEdson called a friend, Marlene
ances of Edson’s.
Godwin, at approximately 9:30 p.m.,
Kathy Gallious, of S.J.P.D, poWeinreb said.
lice records, said "we have over 200
missing persons cases open."

CFA lobbies legislators at reception

said Stan Vaughn, Building
Trades supervisor.
He said the room was cleaned
up and the walls were washed. He
said that the burned lab table is
not in use.
There was a need to get the:
room back in service quickly be?.
cause classroom space is so
ited, he said.
Vaugn said that plant opera-’
lions would rebuild the table over
the semester break.
Room 413 was unoccupied
when the fire broke out, and the
remainder of the building was
evacuated, said Maurice Jones,
interim campus police chief.
The only injury in the blaze
was one female student that complained of chest pains, but declined medical attention, Jones
said.
The building was closed for
the remainder of the night, but
was open for classes the following
morning. Room 413 was sealed
until the Fire Marshall and arson
squad had a chance to investigate.
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’The board of
trustees want to
move away from a
quality institution
and take money and
use it for other
items.’
Bob Gurion,
(’Fit lobbyist
he said. It is important for the CFA to
get organized and mobilized to rectify this problem.
"The big need is that all education is in the same boat and we need
to get adequate funding," Senator
McCorquedale said. By articulating
the problems in lower educational
levels, the higher educational levels
will benefit when they get better and
more prepared students, he said.
The student will benefit if the
professor knows he has a secure base
and is interested in the educational
quality, said English prof. George
Grant, who is also in charge of the 1A
composition program.
The reception provided and illustrated how accessible legislators are
and how helpful they can be as allies
for the CFA and the education system, said Scott Rice, SJSU English
professor and CFA chapter president.
The reception was a success on
the basis of the attendance and the
question and answer period that took
place. Rice said.

INVEST IN
YOUR
FUTURE
Come to Spartan Bookstore for a demonstration of the
Applefi MacintoshTM and see how hundreds of thousands of
students around the world are using the Macintosh to improve
their class performance.
Statistical Spread Sheets
Graphs, Charts, Displays
Automatic Spell Checking
Ease of Use, Learning

Financial &
Presentation

Word Processing
Organizing Notes for Papers
Creating Class Note Data Bases
Reduce Time Studying

512K Macintosh,
External Disk Drive,
Imagewriter II Printer,
Carrying Case,
$2,195 cash or $101/Montht

512K Macintosh
$1695 cash or $78/Month*
512K Upgrade Kit
$369 cash or $20/Month*

NEW LOWER
PRICES!

512K Macintosh,
Imagewriter II Printer
$1895 cash or $87/month*

*No down payment necessary. Offer Valid Until December 31, 1985
See Spartan Bookstcre Computer / Electronics Department For Details
tLimited to stuck on hand. 408/277-3043 or 408/277-3039

SPECIAL RATES FOR
SJSU STUDENTS!
$5.00 & Up Word Processed
Term Papers/Thesis $ 1 .00 & Up per page

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE VP

24-Hour Turn-Arounnuality Word Processing

Service is our Major

* Resumes
*
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The Dunca ii Ila II fire destroyed this cabinet

SPARTAN SHOPS

INC.

ELITE SECRETARIAL SERVICES

971-7777

j

Thursday 7:1 5am to 7pm. Friday 7:15am to 5pm, Saturday 10am to 4pm
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc and is used with express permission of its owner.
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Why Spartans’
football team
could not win
Rob Gibbaii
Daily staff writer
The 1985 SJSU football season
might be described as a comedy of
errors except nobody’s laughing
The Spartans closed out their
season Saturday night with a 1S-16 tie
against UNLV, giving them a final
record of 2-8-1 overall and 2-4-1 in the
PCAA.

team, the linger ul blame has at one
time or another pointed at nearly
every element of the team.
A good example is the Fullerton
State game on Oct. 3.
SJSU came into the game with a
1-2 record on the heels of a 35-32 defeat to Utah State, one of the most
frustrating losses of the season.

Analysis

Ken P Ruinard

Daily staff photographer

Freddie Payton shows the frustration of the 1985 Spartan foot ball season after saturday night’s 16-16 tie with UNIX

The Official Score

Scott
Vigallon
Letting the time fly by

They finished next -to-last in the
PCAA, ahead of only hapless New
Mexico State, whom SJSU beat 32-3
After the loss to the Aggies, head
the second week of the season in its
coach Claude Gilbert said his team
only convincing victory.
was "like clay pigeons waiting to be
It hasn’t been a fun season for the knocked off .’’
Spartans, getting blown out in all but
But going into the game with Fultwo of their losses ( 35-32 to Utah State
lerton Slate. the Spartans still had
and 20-18 to Fullerton State).
hope, with memories of their 32-3
The most miserable times, trouncing of New Mexico State a few
though, came against Pac-10 oppo- weeks earlier dancing in their heads.
nents Cal, Stanford, Arizona and OreBesides, the game was on ESPN,
gon, which outscored the Spartans
165-41, including a 48-21 thrashing by with all the attendant hoopla, and the
Cal to open the season and a 41-7 hu- attitude of the team was, "Everymiliation by Stanford two weeks thing is starting to gel. We’re coming
together as a team."
later.
As is often the case with a 241-1
continued on page SB

SJSU whips Sonoma in opener
By Rob Gibbany
live career meetings. Last year’s score easy hoop.
Sonoma State forward Charles Taylor
Daily staff writer
was 84-42.
Reggie Owens and Ricky Berry kept
scored in the opening seconds game to
The SJSU basketball team overpowthe small but enthusiastic crowd interSJSU
took
a
50-25
halftime
lead.
After
give
the Cossacks the lead. Following a
ered Division III Sonoma State last night,
forging to a 26-point lead in the first half, ested, though, with several slams and Spartan miss, Cossack forward Karl Carbeating the Cossacks 90-47.
blocks.
the second was more of the same, as the
stensen hit a 15-footer from the left baseThat’s all that was left
the icing on line to up the lead
The Spartans are now officially 1-0, Spartans ran around and over the Costo 4-0.
the first-game cake.
after an earlier exhibition game victory sacks.
Though Sonoma State was able to
Even after starters Berry, Owens, maintain
over Club Bosnia of Yugoslavia. The Costhe lead for a few minutes - the
Sonoma State’s height disadvantage, Ward Farris and Lance Wyatt had sat
sacks are 0-1.
with only one player over 6-foot -5, forced a down in the last several minutes of the score was 6-2 with 17:22 left in the first half
The question of how good the Spartans continuous stream of outside shots. The game, the whitewashed continued.Ho- the Spartan offense finally came alive a
really are remains to be answered Soscene for most of the second half was of wever, it didn’t start out that way early in short time later.
continued back of section
noma State has never beaten SJSU in their the Spartans streaking down court for an the game.

OU HAVE TO WONDER how much the Spartan
football team really wanted to win its season finale Saturday night against Nevada -Las Vegas.
No, I’m not talking about the decision to punt on
By Scott Vigallon
fourth down with 27 seconds left in a 16-16 tie game. What
tan fans as the one who sank two free
I’m referring to is the decision to let 26 seconds tick off the
Daily sports editor
throws with three seconds remaining, giv, clock when SJSU had a second down at the UNLV 40-yard
When the PCAA basketball season be- ing the Rebels a 60-59 win over SJSU in the
)he with 1 minute, 11 seconds remaining.
gins Jan. 2, most gambling men will prob- semifinals of the PCAA Tournament last
In this situation, teams especially those that are 2-8
ably put their money on Nevada -Las March.
-- are usually desperate to get into field goal range and
Vegas to win the conference title.
either quickly run a play or call a timeout. The Spartans
For SJSU, which tied for fourth place
did neither.
last year with a 10-8 record, the league
Fresno St. (15-3)
The situation:
season is full of hope. In fact, the PCAA
Doug Allen hits K.C. Clark for a gain of two yards,
coaches, in their preseason poll, picked
For once in what seems like 10 years,
putting the ball at the Rebels’ 40. The clock shows 1:11.
the Spartans to finish second behind the
the Bulldogs can’t rely on the clutch shootInstead of calling one of its two remaining timeouts, SJSU
Rebels.
ing
of
Mitch Arnold, who graduated.
seems content.
The entire conference, however, is exBut don’t feel sorry for them because
After the play, the Spartans actually walk back to the
pected to be stronger than last year when
huddle, take their sweet time, then pay for it. When they
UNLV was its sole representative in the Coach Boyd Grant always puts a tough
especially defensively team on the floor.
finally run the next play, Allen steps out of bounds before,
NCAA Tournament.
Fresno State returns 6-foot-8 forward
throwing and loses 18 yards.
Excluding SJSU, here’s how the seaThe clock shows 0:45. The game is all but over.
son stacks up, in order of last year’s fin- Jos Kuipers (11.6), forward Brian Salone,
center Fred Emerson and guard Marvin
During the most crucial part of the game, SJSU
ish:
Carter. However, Grant is most high on 6-6
wasted 26 valuable seconds.
freshman forward Mike Mitchell.
Of course, the obvious rationale is to wait until the
UNLV
(17-1)
"He’s probably the best freshman I’ve
last possible second to kick afield goal, thus not giving the
ever
had here ability -wise," Grant said.
opponent an opportunity to score.
"Nobody has lost more players ( from "If he can hang in there this year, and
Now, I know the Spartans are not a good enough
last year) than we did. There are four or with the people we have, I think we can be
football team to be so confident that they can: 1) waste
five returning all -leaguers, but not one is a strong next year."
precious seconds and 2) easily move the ball 20 yards
Rebel."
Grant, like Tarkanian, can downplay
upfield to set up a "for sure" field goal attempt.
These words, spoken by legendary his team, but nobody else will.
By the way, SJSU did call a timeout with 29 seconds
were
only
meant
Tarkanian,
coach
Jerry
left when it had the ball on a fourth down at its own 42.
to downplay his team’s chances of winning
The big decision? To punt and settle for a tie.
Fullerton St. (11-7)
its fourth consecutive PCAA title. In actuSure, if the Spartans would have failed in their bid for
ality, everyone knows Vegas is once again
a first down 27 yards away, the Rebels would have been in
stacked with enough talent to make it the
The Titans made it all the way to the
good enough position to attempt a field goal themselves.
favorite.
tournament finals last spring and just
But wasn’t that sole timeout used four plays too late?
Granted, UNLV lost *two-time PCAA could have the personnel to possibly reSWITCHING GEARS: SJSU’s volleyball team just
Player of the Year Richly,. Adams, Frank turn.
wtin its second straight NorPac title with a perfect 12-0
"Spoon" James and Ed Cafehings, but the
If they do, Coach George McQuarn
record, but the season really hasn’t been a success. If you
Rebels do return five quality players..
knows what the key will be.
haven’t noticed, the No. 6-ranked (according to the NCAA
Jones
(13.3
Anthony
points
OT
Guards
"Rebounding is a real big concern of
poll) Spartans haven’t beaten a team ranked above them.
game) and Freddie Banks (12.6) are bock, ours," he said.
SJSU, 26-6 overall, has lost to No. 1 Pacific twice, No. 2
with
forwards
Armortd
Gilliam
along
Carl
Pitts, a 6-7 junior college transStanford three times and No. 4 USC once.
Bill Mulligan, ( 11.9), Eldridge Hudson arid Richard Rob- fer, will alleviate some of those concerns.
AROUND THE PCAA: Foreign influence on college
7
UC-Irvine coach inson.
Pitts originally signed with UCLA but was
basketball is bigger than ever this season. In the PCAA
Banks is most remembered by Sparcontinued on page 58
alone, there are six imports: SJSU’s Manfred Winter
(West Germany), Fresno State’s Jos Kuipers ( Holland),
i -Irvine’s Sandy Cladwell ( Australia), and Pacific’s
lIC
olger Fuerst (West Germany), Roberto Modest
Dominican Republic) and Domingo Rosario ( Dominican
By Anne Spandau
Republic).
"Maybe earlier in the season we downplayed the conferDaily staff writer
The PCAA’s 19-foot, 9-inch 3-point shot is a
’
ence games, but then we realized it is important, and we did
What the volleyball team has been looking toward all sea- have to win it to get to the playoffs again," Montgomery said.
joke. . . . What’s at stake when 10-0-1 Fresno State meets
11-0 Bowling Green in the California Bowl on Dec. 14? The son finally came true this weekend as it won its second consecThe first round of the NCAA’s begins on Dec. 5 and the site
utive NorPac title.
winner may break into the Top Twenty
will be announced Monday. On Sunday the committee, which
rankings. . . . PCAA football teams have posted an 11-22-1
What this means is the Spartans, 26-6 overall and 12-0 in the will decide the places and seedings, will meet. The top four
record outside of its conference this year. Only Fresno ( 3- conference, automatically attain an NCAA playoff berth and teams will receive byes for the first round and will see action
0-1 ) and Pacific ( 3-2) have winning records against
will try for a repeat performance of last year’s Final Four fin- during the regionals.
nonconference foes. The Pac-10, which plays much
ish, perhaps even better than No. 4.
Montgomery can only speculate on which team the Spar17-14-1.
is
teams,
tougher
tans will meet in the first round and hopes it will be at home.
All this has head coach Dick Montgomery very happy.
BACK HOME: Heavy hitter-turned shifty runner
"My guess is it might be Long Beach State at home (Spar"We’re pleased to have won this weekend," he said. "It was
K.C. Clark is a cinch to be named SJSU’s most valuable
tan Gym), but this is only a guess," he said. "We won’t know
very nice for us, especially because we played well."
player. Clark may have a harder time attaining first Montgomery said the Spartans may have won their confer- until Monday."
team All-PCAA status, but at least he’ll have the
He also said the best bet is for the regionals to be held at
ence games too easily up to this weekend’s games at Oregon and
satisfaction of knowing he’s the first two-time winner of
University of the Pacific campus. He said SJSU put in a bid to
Oregon State. Oregon finished in second place at 10-2
the Spartan Daily-KSJS Athlete of the Week
The Spartans needed to beat the Ducks in order to win the have the games here but financially it would be better for the
award. . . . The SJSU Women’s Athletic Department
conference. A loss would have left them tied with Oregon, and NCAA to have it at Pacific, especially since UOP will be hosting
knows how to put on a good brunch. At the Anheuserthe championships next year
not guaranteed a playoff spot.
the
good,
was
humor
the
Busch Tipoff Classic brunch,
This year’s Final Four will be held in Kalamazoo, Mich
"Oregon played well and we had to push to win," Montgomtasty.
was
food
the
and
atmosphere was nice
ery said. "We did some nice things out there. It was good for
NOTES: SJSU’s Lisa Ice was named the NorPac Player of the
basketball
men’s
Spartans’
The
PREDICTIONS:
Week for the second time this season She led the Spartans with 38
us.’’
will
but
record,
a
14-4
with
place
second
in
finish
will
team
There was never much doubt that the Spartans wouldn’t win kills in the two games this weekend She was named Player of the
upset league champion UNLV ( 15-3) in the finals of the
the conference.
Week for the first week in September and went on to win NorPac
PCAA Tournament in March. . . . No such luck for the
If Ice continues her current hit
Before the season began, Montgomery and the NorPac Player of the Month for September
women’s team and the wrestling squad, which will both
coaches predicted SJSU would finish in first place, The team de- ting percentage of .380. she will set a new Spartan record She
finish near their respective cellars.
in
set
holds
34
I
her
the current record of
sophomore year, 1983.
livered.

Smart money on Rebels for PCAA hoop crown

’There are so many
good coaches in this
conference. I look at the
schedule and say, ’Who
can we beat?’ And I’m
an optimist.’

Volleyball team looks toward playoffs

--

Nobody has lost
more players (from last
year) than we did.
There are four or five
returning all-leaguers,
but not one is a Rebel.’
Jerry Tarkanian,
tiNt.v coach
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Still fishing
Bokamper continues quest for Super Bowl ring
By Anne Spandau
Daily staff writs
You’re watching a football game on television. Every once in a while a player’s minibio appears on the screen and, very rarely,
the player’s school is SJSU.
One of these players who has really made
a name for himself is Kim Boitamper, a defensive end for the Miami Dolphins.
Bokamper, a former All -Pro who has
started since his rookie season with the Dolphins in 1977, is a 1975 graduate of SJSU. He
was drafted in the first round after graduation but suffered a knee injury in a preseason
game against Philadelphia and spent the entire 1976 season on injured reserve.
"The biggest change from college to the
pro’s was the competition level," Bokamper
said "Pro football is much tougher. It’s kind
of a different atmosphere where week after
week you have to get yourself up for the
games. It’s kind of a grind."
Bokamper has had a successful career
with the Dolphins and what he considers his
biggest moments reflect that.
"Playing in two Super Bowls, being
named to the Pro Bowl once and running an
interception back for a touchdown were definitely highlights," he said.
Bokamper, however, has yet to get that
elusive Super Bowl ring. He played in the 1983

game against the Washington Redskins and
against the 49ers in last year’s Super Bowl,
both losing efforts
"There was a lot of excitement for me
being in the Bay Area again, back home," Bokamper said "However, the loss was a big
disappointment "
In 1979 he was named to the Pro Bowl,

Spartans in the Pros
only the third Dolphin linebacker (his position at the time) to achieve that honor. His
1978 season was his most impressive, statistically. He had 124 total tackles, 79 solos, eight
quarterback sacks and one interception.
In 1983, in a game against the New York
Jets, Bokamper intercepted a Richard Todd
pass and ran it back 24 yards for the go-ahead
touchdown in a 32-14 win.
But Bokamper said he misses playing
football at SJSU.
"My most fun years were at San Jose,"
he said. "For pure enjoyment of the game,
playing college ball is the greatest."
He still keeps his eye on the team, following SJSU’s games.
"I’m rather disappointed in their season

but hopefully they’ll come back next year,"
he said.
Bokamper played football at Milpitas
High School. After graduation he went to Concordia College- in Moorehead, Minn., but
transferred to San Jose City College soon
after.
He came to SJSU in 1974, his junior sea
son when he played defensive end. In his se
nior year, the year the Spartans won the
PCAA title and were sixth in the nation ii
rushing defense, Bokamper had 72 total
tackles, 11 for losses.
"I followed SJSU as a kid, so when I got
the opportunity to play for them it didn’t take
much time to make the decision," he said.
Former Spartan head coach, Darryl Rogers, who now coaches the Detroit Lions, recruited Bokamper from SJCC.
Bokamper said he had heard that Spartan Stadium was being expanded but that he
liked it better before when it held 18,000 fans.
"We’d have 20,000 people come to see
us," he said. "They’d be hanging over the
bushes and the stands would be packed."
Something to remember though, is that
the Spartans were 8-3-1 in 1974 and 9-2 in 1975.
Then, the fans had more to cheer about.

Photo courtesy of Miami Dolphins
Kim Bokamper, a 1975 SJSU graduate, a "Killer Bee" for the Dolphins

Gymnast adds Irish spring

Attie Schneider - Daily staff photographer
SJSU gymnast Brian Heery hopes to represent his native Ireland in the 1988 Olympics

Wrestlers facing tough competition
By Anne Spandau
Deily staff writer
In the words of coach Danny
Kida, the wrestling team has a tough
season ahead.
"The competition will be very
tough, maybe even tougher than I anticipated," he said. "The competition
level is really excellent this year
There are five teams in the
SJSU, Fullerton State,
PCAA:
Fresno State. Utah State and Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo. Kida said all of
the opposition have good teams this
year and that’s what makes it hard
for the Spartans this year
The preseason began roughly for
SJSU as it lost to Chico State 32-8 last
Tuesday night.
After T J Kerr took a job at
Bakersfield at the end of the 1983-84
season, some of the heart and soul of
the wrestling program left as many
of the team members left, too. Last
year’s coach, Dale Kestel, found the
problems too great and departed.
Enter Danny Kida.
"I think the athletes are in the
right frame of mind," Kida said
"They want to prove themselves and
they’ve been showing that to nu
since the first day."
In the 118-pound division. Arnold
Khanababian will represent the Spartans. Against Chico State, he lost to
Brett MacNamar 8-6.
"Arnold looks good in practices,"
Kida said "He needs to show his potential in his matches and he hasn’t
done that so far There is a difference
between practice and competition."
Andrew Flores will he wrestling
at 126-pounds and Kids said Flores is

not in the best of circumstances. Because Kida needed to fill a hole in
that weight division, he asked Flores
to move up.
"His body style is more of a 118pounder, but we needed someone to
move up," Kida said. "All the guys
are bigger than he is."
Flores lost to the Wildcats’ Aaron
Jackson 15-4.
Wrestling at 134 will be Greg
Eisner. He narrowly lost to Tony Trabucces of Chico State 8-7.
Kida said Eisner is a good freestyle wrestler.
"Greg needs to adjust to college
wrestling," he said. "Improvement
is a slow process because you are
dealing with behavior patterns. The
athletes have seen the technique but
it’s hard to do it in competition."
Al 142 is Joe Zamlich. Zamlich is
another of those wrestlers who has
been displaced from his normal
weight division. He normally wrestles at 134, but again had to fill a hole
and moved up a division.
"He’s tough and a very hard
worker." Kida said "He’s always
busy "
Zamlich lost to Mike Box 6-4.
Ken Brison has been wrestling at
150 so far this season although he generally is a I42 -pounder He beat his
Chico State opponent, Don Shippelhoute, 21-8. Kida said this was very
convincing especially since Shippelhoute regularly wrestles at 150 and
Brison doesn’t
According to Kida, Brison is definitely a bright spot for the Spartans
this season
"He’s an excellent wrestler,"

Kida said. "He’s going to do very
good this year. The competition at
Cal Poly was very tough and he did
very well (third place at the Nov. 16
meet)."
Matt Toves will wrestle at 158.
Against the Wildcats, Toves kept the
match close at 4-4 until the third period when his strategy began to fall
apart. He lost the match 15-4.
"Matt made some mental errors
that we have been working on since
the meet," Kida said. "But the desire
to win was there."
Al 167 is Jack Norton, the other
winner in the Chico State meet. He
hung on to beat Rick Merrill 6-4. Kida
said Norton is pretty consistent.
"It looks like he’ll be successful," Kida said. "His performance
level is where it should be. He’s a
tough mental competitor."
Scott Benson, at 177, is quite a
surprise to Kida.
"His potential wasn’t observable
in practices, but during competition
he really rises to the occasion," Kids
said.
Benson lost to Phil Scott 6-1.
Jesse Figueroa will be at 190.
According to Kida, he could be better
than many people think.
"I don’t know what his potential
is yet," Kids said. "I think people underestimate him."
Figueroa, however, was pinned
early in his match against Chico
State’s Anthony Beleu. Kida said at
that time that Figueroa worked himself into a corner
An of now, Kida doesn’t have
heavyweight and has to forfeit those
matches until he finds one.

By Anne Spandau
Daily staff writer
Ah, the world of men’s gymnastics.
Bart Conner, Tim Daggett,
Mitch Gaylord, Brian Heery.
Wait a minute Brian Heery?
Yes, Brian Heery.
Heery, a native of Dublin, Ireland, is an SJSU freshman and recently returned from competing in
the World Championships in Montreal. Out of 200 competitors, he
placed 140th.
But more important than not
finishing high was the experience
Heery garnered from the competition.
"It was great," he said. "It was
the biggest world championships
since 1983 because all the Eastern bloc nations were there.
"This was the first competition
that I went to where I asked for tips
from other competitors. They gave
me advice on technique and on how
to remain injury -free. Everyone
was very helpful, especially the
Chinese. I learned the most, though,
by watching the Russians."
This was Ireland’s first shot at
competing in the event and Heery
was its only representative.
Heery also competed in the Junior European Championships in
1984, the 1984 America’s Cup and the
Senior European Championships
last June.
"The America’s Cup was my
first experience with the international competition level," he said.
Heery said he’s done all this
competition mainly for the experience.
"There are a lot of people in Ireland who want to come here and
train to compete, but the opportunity isn’t always available," he said.
Heery’s opportunity came about
in the summer of 1983 when he was

16 years old and came to California
to visit an uncle who lives in Menlo
Park.
Being a bachelor and looking for
a way to give Heery something to do
and knowing of Heery’s interest in
gymnastics, his uncle, Declan Collins, sent Heery to a gymnatics
camp put on by SJSU coach Rich
Chew.
Heery said Chew was impressed
with his potential and suggested he
try to stay in California and train.
Soon after, Heery went to a Stanford
gymnastics camp put on by Stanford
coach Sadao Hamada, and Hamada
echoed Chew’s words.
Heery told all this to Collins, and
his uncle surprised him at the end of
his visit by making it possible for
Heery to attend high school and college here.
He attended Bellarmine Prep
and trained with the Stanford club.
He applied to Stanford last year but
was not accepted. So he came to
SJSU in August.
Chew is excited to have Heery
as a part of the SJSU program.
"We feel fortunate that we had a
shot to have Brian here," he said.
"Everything has gone really well
for him since he has been here.
"Brian has a lot of potential. His
only disadvantage is his size ( 5-foot8, 155 pounds), but his determination
and love for the sport overcome
that."
Heery knows what a big sacrifice it was for his uncle to suddenly
have a teen-ager living with him.
"He has given me a great deal
of support both financially and emotionally," he said. "It has cost him
over 820,000 to support me here."
Heery said Collins was able to
see him in Montreal and that was a
big boost for him.
Collins is the regional director
for the Industrial Development Au-

’Everyone was very
helpful (at the World
Championships),
especially the
Chinese. I learned
the most, though, by
watching the
Russians.’
Brian Heery,
gymnast
thority of Ireland, a company that
recruits large American corporations to set up satellite companies in
Ireland to provide jobs and boost the
economy.
Through his contacts, Collin
has been trying to set up Irish corporate sponsorships to help Heery financially to continue competing.
Chew points out that not only
was it a big sacrifice for his uncle,
but also for Heery.
"He made the decision to stay
here and give up his life in Ireland,"
Chew said.
Heery’s interest in gymnastics
became reality when he began training at age 11 in Dublin at the Grange
Gym. He continued to train with that
club until he left for California.
Chew said one of the positive
things about having Heery at SJSU
is his attitude.
"He has an infectious attitude
about the team’s goals and about
working out," he said. "A lot of
times club athletes come into college and are ready to burn out because they’ve had too much of gymnastics. But Brian isn’t ready for
burnout."
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Thanksgiving tradition as big as the Super Bowl
EVERYONE SHOULD HAVE some sort of
tradition to be involved in, something they can be
proud to take part in and look forward to all year
rind.
On Thanksgiving Day, six years ago, just such a
tiadition was born.
.-..-.. As juniors in high school, nine friends and I awoke
early on a cold, wet Thanksgiving morning, unaware that
we were about to change the shape of the food-filled
holiday forever.
We slipped on our best grubbies and wandered down
to the local high school football field. The rain had fallen
in buckets the night before, so the grass more resembled
swampland than a football field.
All the better.
:... At this time of year, the big news in sports is the
copege bowl situation - what school is going to what
bald, where, when, and why seem to be the burning
qiitstions.
:- But forget all of this. Forget the Rose Bowl, the
Clgifornia Bowl and even the Tidy Bowl, because there is
a bawl game that outdoes them all and puts the Stanford(41 "Big Game" to shame - the Turkey Bowl.
’-:: The Turkey Bowl does not bring together two highpilkered schools playing on national television and
titling in millions of dollars to their respected athletic
-

Stanion Room Only

Eric
Stanion

programs. The Turkey Bowl offers no fancy uniforms,
shapely cheerleaders or officials.
What the Turkey Bowl does offer is a group of friends
dressed in cruddy clothes who go out and kick off the
holidays by playing a little mud football. The only money
involved is the cash that will be needed to buy detergent to
wash our mud-stained clothes. The only cheerleaders that

show up is an occasional dog that happens to run across
the field.
Since that faithful day SIX Thanksgivings ago,
however, that little football game has transformed into
something . . .something wonderful.!) is more than just
another football game, it has become the Super Bowl of
mud football games - an event.
The Turkey Bowl started out as a little game between
10 friends who decided it wuld be a kick to get up on
Thanksgiving morning and throw the ball around.
However, the game has grown year by year.
On Thursday, over 40 guys will take to the field, as
four teams will take to the mud to battle for the 1985
Turkey Bowl championship.
With the growth in popularity of the Turkey Bowl.
preparation for Thanksgiving Day has been somewhat
altered. While mom is busy making room for the relatives
and preparing to stuff the bird and mash the potatoes, we
have been getting ready for the big game.
Previously, the majority of the guys who meet out on
the field on Thanksgiving Day had not touched a football
since the last Turkey Bowl We generally have to
reintroduce ourselves to the football, a. well as the aches
and pains of running up and down thc football field.
However, that first tackle in the mud piddle that always
seems to appear in the center of the field, is like a fountain

that washes away our pains
THE FIERCENESS of the competition this
BUT
year has changed all that. For the first time, my
team has actually been practicing. Because we
are the founders of the Turkey Bowl game, we don’t want
to have our goose cooked by some stud newcomers who
think they can conquer the seasoned veterans who have
made the Turkey Bowl what ills today.
Therfore, we have also given our team a name - the
Mean Machine. And if we find ourselves in the extremely
unlikely and very doubtful situation where we may
actually lose, we’ll be prepared to take to Burl Reynolds’
nutty tactics as the quarterback of the Mean Machine in
the film "The Longest Yard."
Regardless that the level of competition has
dramatically increased, the goal of the Turkey Bowl
remains - fun. Win or lose, everyone out on that field
Thursday will have a great time, especially if the Mean
Machine can churn up a couple of victories.
And as we eat Thanksgiving dinner later that day,
each and everyone of us will give thanks -- that we
survived another Turkey Bowl.
Eric Stanion is the assistant sports editor and
quarterback of the Mean Machine. His columns appear
every once in a while.

Coaches predict Spartans will finish deep in the NorPac cellar
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KipScott Van Camp
DaNy staff writer
If the NorPac women’s basketball coaches poll is any indication,
the race for the title should come
gown to two teams: University of Oregon and California.
And SJSU? The Spartans are
picked to finish in last place. But who
knpws? Last year’s first-place team.
Uriiversity of Washington, was
pikked to finish fourth and ended up
with an perfect league record and 262 overall mark.
,
Here’s a rundown of the seven
teams in the order in which they are
pigked to finish:

Oregon (6-5)
The Ducks placed third in the
conference last year, and return with
all five starters off of last year’s
team.
SJSU coach Sharon Chatman
said the Ducks were young in 1984-85,
but the experience will make them a
better team.
"They lost a few games last year,
bat by the end of the season they were
playing well," Chatman said.
-Oregon finished the 1984 season
at 14-14 overall, but won six of eight
at the season’s end.
, Junior guard and All-NorPac
choice Lauri Tennant-Landerholm
should lead the offense. She averaged
15 points and five assists a game last
season.
The Ducks front line of 6-foot-4

Gabi Neumann, 6-3 Amy I ’ettersen
and Kris Glidden, also 6-3, should
give them plenty of rebounding
strength in the middle.

California (7-5)
California coach Gooch Foster
expects her Bears to finish much
higher than last year’s fifth place.
The Bears, like Oregon, have
most of their team back, and feature
an even taller front line than the
Ducks.
Centers Charlotte Lusschen and
Heli Toikka are 6-8 and 6-4 respectively, and both have starting experience. Lusschen proved tough in the
middle last year, breaking the NorPac single game shot block record
with 13.
Foster said the team’s weakness
is at point guard, but she’s hoping
Finnish transfer Mia Kuusisto will
fill the void. Kuusisto averaged 16
points-per-game in her native country, and "she’s improving all the
time with us," Foster said.
The coach said any one of four
teams could win the title this year:
the Bears, University of Washington.
Oregon, and Fresno State.
She agreed with the second-place
prediction for her team.
"I think the poll is pretty much
true to form," Foster said.

OSU (8-3)
Picked for third place, Oregon
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Division I the way to go
Editor:
I would like to express my views
in reference to Eric Stanion’s Nov. 20
article about Division I football being
too much for SJSU.
’
Mr. Stanion stated in his article
that the results of dropping to Division II status "could only be positive."
However, I believe that there are
many more positive aspects that the

Saturday night’s
SJSU UNLV stets

45-107

173
42
46-31

d show
special!

4CS

Fresno (8-4)
The Bulldogs seem to be duplicating the success of their men’s
team. Last year Fresno had its best
season ever. 20-9 overall, but finished
fourth in NorPac.
Coach Bob Spencer will build
around NorPac Newcomer of the

Year Kellie Murphy-Attebery. The 62 center averaged 10 points and five
rebounds per game and also earned
second team freshman All-American
honors.
Newcomer Yvette Roberts, the
third-best high school long jumper
nationwide last year, is expected to
help right away at forward. Roberts
averaged 23 points and 15 rebounds in
her last prep year.
Fresno will also be tough in the
backcourt. where junior Wendy Martell returns with a 12-point scoring
average. Martell was fourth in the
nation in free throw percentage with
an .845 mark.

Washington (11-0)
The Huskies may be the most
changed team in NorPac.
After a 26-2, first-place season in
1984-85, the Huskies are picked for

Division I program draws to this
school than amassing large quanti
ties of wins in any lower division
could bring, the greatest being national exposure.
At the Division I level, Spartan
football brings national exposure to
SJSU through television coverage,
alumni in the NFL, and premier
games against other nationally recognized schools.
This year alone, SJSU football

has been displayed twice to thousands of viewers on ESPN. Although
these games may not have been the
epitome of greatness, the TV exposure was a valuable asset that no Division II team could ever experience.
Many Spartan alumni are currently active in professional football.
Granted, SJSU is not considered a
football factory like USC, but we are
well -represented at the professional
level.

To enhance my point, I pose the
following question to Mr. Stanion
What do the following schools have in
common: U.C. Davis, Ft. Valley
State, Indiana (Pa.), North Alabama, and Bloomberg? They are currently the top five football programs
in Division II. Now I would like to
know how many you have heard of.
Mark Bradley
junior
business

Spartan scoreboard
NLV
-16

cis

State needs to replace three starters
from 1984, and get over the loss of
Brenda Arbuckle, a top scorer and
rebounder who is redshirting after a
knee injury.
The Beavers finished in second
place last year, with a respectable 1910 overall record, but lost All-American Juli Coleman and center Tanya
Mothershed. The center position,
however, could be a problem. Probable starter Cindy Ahr averaged only
two points-per-game and played
sparingly last year.

seventh with Santa Clara last year.
The Broncos and last -place San Francisco have since left the conference,
giving the Spartans the distinction of
being picked for last in 1985-88.
Coach Sharon Chatman said the
team needs improvement in the front
line to reach its goal - a finish in the
middle of the pack.
"Our inexperience up front
shows drastically," Chatman said.
The Spartans went 0-2 over the
weekend in the Anheuser-Busch tourWSU (3-8)
nament, and were out rebounded 52-32
by University of Hawaii.
The Cugars finished fifth last
The Spartans have one exciting
season and aren’t expected to climb weapon - point guard Dana Foster
much higher in 1985-86.
- who Hawaii coach Bill Nepfel
Coach Harold Rhodes does have called "one of the best players we’ll
Miles,
the
senior forward Marcia
face all season.’
league’s top scorer last year (17.9 avFoster, who scored 24 points and
erage) back again. Flanking Miles is had 16 assists for the tournament,
Nikki Mohr, a 5-8 steady performer controlled the offensive tempo for the
who averaged 10 points and five re- Spartans, and ran circles around her
bounds a game.
opponents during the weekend.
The guard position is the weak
But the Hawaii game proved that
link for the Cougars. Senior redshirt Foster needs some help.
Pat Broaden was highly touted by
That help may come in the form
Rhodes last season, but suffered a of forward Japora Smith, who had 21
knee injury and didn’t play. This year points and six rebounds against the
Broaden can finally prove herself, Rainbows.
along with freshman Cathy Gonzalez,
Chatman also expects freshman
who scored 23 points and grabbed 12 starter Teddi Johnson to help the
school
rebounds per game as a high
team under the basket.
senior.
With all of its inside problems,
Foster is one of the premier guards in
the conference and the young players
SJSU (3-9)
will gain experience as the season
Oh yes, SJSU finished tied for goes on.

Letter to the Editor
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The Spartans went 0-2 over the weekend in
the Anheuser-Busch tournament and were
outrebounded 52-32 by the University of
Hawaii. The Spartans have one exciting
weapon point guard Dana Foster who
Hawaii coach Bill Nepfel called ’one of the
best players we’ll face all season.’

fifth place.
New coach Chris Gobrecht lost
four starters off of the once 17thranked team, but has only one starter
back, forward Lisa Oriard. Oriard
averaged seven points per game last
season, and shot a NorPac record
.970 free throw percentage, hitting 32
of 33 from the charily stripe.
One thing is for sure. Gobrecht
will have a tough time duplicating
last year’s Cinderella success.

8-335
2-2
p -a8
30:02
UNLV
SJSU

First downs
Rushes -yards
Passing
Return yards
Comp. -attempts
Had intercepted
Punts
Fumbles/lost
Penalties -yards
Possession time
7
3

9
6

0
7

SJSU
20
37-118
217
17
21-35
2
8-262
3-1
11-81
29:58
00-

18
18

SCORING SUMMARY
SJSU ’Brown 46 FG
-Green 1 run (DiGiovanna kick)
SJSU - Nash 28 pass from Carlson
113rown kick failed)
1.INLV Dimry 46 interception return
(two point conversion failed)
UNLV DiGiovanna 26 PG
SJSU Clark 3 run (Brown kick)
SPARTAN RUSHING
pled( 11-84. Walker 12-41, Allen 8-8,
Stewart 3-7, Carlson 3-1-221. Totals
7-118.
REBEL RUSHING
Jones 14-42, Lewis 7-38, Hawthorne
4-20, Stallworth 8-19, Green 1.1, Hulberg 1-1-131. Totals 35-107.
SPARTAN PASSING
Allen 15-25-1-119, Carlson 8-9-1-98,
Clark 0-1-0-0. Totals 21-35-2-217.
REBEL PASSING
Stallworth 16-30-1-173, Laney 0-1-00, Totals 16-31-2-173.
SPARTAN RECEIVING
Clark 9-74, Nash 5-62, Moon 3-37,
Thomas 2-24, Moore 2-20. Totals 21217,
REBEL RECEIVING
Lewis 8-75, Bridges 4-81, Thomas 214, Miller 1-14, Jones 1-9. Totals 16
173,
SJSU Volleyball State

SJSU
14139-3373
.277
1285

Kills -Alt.
Hitting %
Assists

OPP
1163-3349
.172
1045

420
1364
404
53
224

Assist %
Digs
Blocks
Solo blocks
Serving aces

Player totals
Player
11-A
A
DeBusk
62-142 1083
Watson
39-118
1
Healy
230-521
9
Hicks
55-147
23
Braymen 147-427
5
Cook
290-625
60
Spier
3-22
77
Higgins
246-548
18
377-757
Ice
8
Roberson
20,66
1
Hockey stats
Final
SJSU
Goals
26
Shots on goal
249
Shooting average
.104

.346
1159
307
74
188
0
253
52
76
70
113
188
140
208
258
24

Player Totals
Shots
at pal Gosh Assists
8
1
49
3
3
0
69
4
1
1
1
44
2
1
42
10
2
2
0
23
5
5
1
1
8
0
2

Pbyer
Green
Cafini
Laumans
Savelkoul
Johnston
Regalia
Dulin
Justus
Dunlap

Goalkeeping Totals
Case Mon
Sam apinsnst on pal
Sa
94
19 190
McGarry
3
13
5
Libbey

55
5
93
34
19
44
1
95
40
18

OPP
22
213
103

PCAA Football
Team (Overall
7
Fresno (100 1)
4
Fullerton 15-5-01
4
Nevada-LV15-5-1)
4
Long Beach 16-6-01
3
Utah State 13-8-01
2
Pacific (5-6-01
2
8J8U12-8-11
0
NM State 11 10 01

0
2
2
3
4
4
4
7

NorPac Field Hockey
Timm Klverall
6
Stanford 19-3-11
3 4
San Jose State 17-6-11
3 4
California 14-8-11
3 4
Pacific 14-8-1)
3 5
Chico t46 -O)

1
1
1
0

Tam lOvandi
Nevada-LV117-1-21
Fresno117-4-11
Fullerton 110-9-11
Santa Barbara 18-12-11
SJSU18-11-21
UC-Irvine(5-1 3-2)
Pacific 12-13-01

6
4
3
3
2
2
0
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W
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8 4
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Here they
serum again

Spartan football first
When
kicked off back in 1895, they
weren’t playing football at
all
They played with a ball that
looked squashed, as if Orson Welles
had at one time used it as a whoopie
cushion They didn’t wear pads or
helmets and used such terminology
as "scrum," "try," "hooker" and
"mauls."
They were playing rugby.
The game of rugby was
developed in Europe from soccer,
and American football was derived
from rugby. Rugby was a popular
sport in the United States in the early
20th century, but after World War It,
with the advent of football, rugby was
sidelined.
However, in 1970. SJSU once
again began playing rugby, not as an
NCAA-sanctioned sport, but as a club
sport. The 1985 Spartan team is made
up of undergrads and grads as well.
Presently, the SJSU rugby club is 4-3,
with their next game at 1 p.m.
Saturday against Hayward
Rugby is played on a field 120
yards long and 75 yards wide
According to the rules, each team

consists of i 5 players The gdIlle is
broken into two 40-minute halves
with a rest period in between. When
the ball is in play, it may be kicked,
carried or thrown but cannot be
thrown or knocked forward with the
hand or arm.
The objective in rugby is to gain
possession of the ball and touch it
down across the opposing team’s goal
line. So comes the word for a score in
football "touchdown."
To many Americans, rugby looks
like a strange sport. However, that
great American sport we call
football, is nothing more than a
brutal variation of rugby. For
instance, a touchdown in football is
what rugby calls a "try" (4 points).
An extra -point is nothing more
than a conversion after a try (2
points) In rugby, when a player does
not think he can carry the ball over
the goal line, he may dropkick the
ball over the crossbar for three
points. So comes the field goal in
football.
One of the strangest sights of
rugby is the scrum, yes, the scrum. A
scrum occurs whenever a minor
violation is whistled by the referee.

Andy Anderson (left)
flips ball to teammate
Steve Trebotich as he is
getting tackled.

mt. 1,,
Illt(TIOCk iii a pile,
with the front forwards of each team
pushing against one another
The ball is thrown into the pile
and it is heeled by the players (no
hands may be used in a serum).
When the ball is heeled out of the
crowd, it may be picked up and
passed and the action resumes. In
American sports, the face-off in
hockey and the jump ball in
basketball, can be attributed to the
scrum.
According to SJSU rugby club
coach Dr. Ron Macbeth, there is a
philosophical difference between
rugby and its distant cousin football.
In rugby the injury rate is very low
because rugby players try to avoid a
collision and pass off the ball when
they are going to get hit.
The thought of rugby brings to
mind "The Play" of the Cal -Stanford
game of two years ago. When Cal
scored on a kickoff return, it used a
series of laterals to take the ball into
the end zone. Except for the Stanford
band having marched onto the field,
Cal wasn’t playing football at all, it
was playing rugby.

Photos by
Ken P. Ruinard
Text by
Eric Stanion

Dave Richards takes the drink that refreshes
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Football team finishes with worst record since 1970

NM,

continued from page 1B
Sadly this was not the case.
SJSU ended up losing the game,
20-18, and as happened all season, the
responsibility for the narrow loss fell
on many shoulders
Among the offensive miscues
was a blocked 29-yard field goal attempt midway through the first quarter, a fumble by fullback Keith
Tatum that the Titans turned into a
touchdown on the very next play and
a pass by quart:rback Jon Carlson
that was intercepted as the Spartans
were nearing field goal range in the
game’s closing seconds.

halftime will probably haunt the
team for months to come.
It was in that period that SJSU
was outscored 91-43 Statistics sometimes don’t tell the story, but in this
case they do
In their game against Fresno
State (the eventual PCAA champion
with a 10-0-1 record, 7-0 in the conference), the Spartans gave the Bulldogs all they could handle in the first
half.
At halftime, the score was 9-3
Fresno State and the Red Wave was
losing its foam.
Then the halftime transformation took place, and a different
SJSU team seemed to come out the
locker room to start the second half,
That loss seemed to take the wind as the Bulldogs scored twice in the
out of the Spartans’ wilting sails, as first 12 minutes of the third quarter to
they went on to lose handily to Fresno put the game away.
State and Arizona before beating Pacific.
Same story at Oregon
The Fullerton State game featured some offensive mixups. But the
A similiar turnabout came when
defense also had its share of prob- the Spartans were battling Oregon in
lems this season.
their last chance to redeem themIn past years, the SJSU defense selves against a Pac-10 foe after
was known for its hard-hitting, in- being blown out in their first three
tense play and its effectiveness. Last tries.
season, it led the PCAA in fewest
SJSU trailed by just four ( 14-10)
yards allowed per game (314) and at the half, but the Ducks came out
was second in points allowed per fired up (and the Spartans came out
game ; 20.5).
flaU to score twice in just over six
This year, SJSU will finish at or minutes to ice the game.
near the bottom of the conference in
The worst example of the thirdboth categories, yielding an average quarter blues came in the next -to-last
of 410.6 and 30.8 points per game.
game of the season against Long
If the offense hadn’t been so in- Beach State.
consistent, it would be easy to blame
The Spartans were trailing 17-10
the defense.
when Freddie Payton fumbled the
second-half kickoff. The 49ers recovDefense uninspired
ered at the SJSU 19 and scored four
At times, the defense looked plays later. They were helped immensely by two offside penalties
uninspired, especially in a 37-22 loss
against the Spartans, one of which
to Long Beach State and a 41-0 stompgave them a first down on a 3-3 play.
ing by Arizona.
Seven minutes later, Long Beach
But most of the time, the defense
State scored again to take a 30-10
just looked as if it was being outlead.
played. Opposing teams’ offenses
No one has answers
were able to move the ball at will
against the less than spartan defense,
None of the coaches or players
especially in the third quarter.
has an answer for the strange disapThe third quarter memories of
that 15-minute stretch that follows pearing act that the Spartans have

Analysis

done at the start of the second hall in
almost every game this season
They seemed to come out of the
locker
room
unenthused
and
uninspired, something for which the
coaches are partially to blame.
But the players also need to
shoulder part of the responsibility.
After all, aren’t they supposed to be
out on the field because they want to
be there’?
The strange lack of intensity that
plagued the team for much of the season isn’t the only mystery that remains unsolved
One of the most puzzling ques-

short passes I it (ill running
backs
Allen gained 1,717 yards through
the air for five touchdowns, but hi(
also threw 14 interceptions
Will Allen be the Spartan quarterback of the future’
Gilbert stops short of saying no,
but he does say that he will definitely
try and recruit a quarterback from
the junior college ranks
%ere OH

Shuffle hard on offense
There seems no question about
one thing though. It was extremely

Last season, the defense led the PCAA in
fewest yards allowed per game and was
second in points allowed. This year, it will
finish near the bottom of the conference in
both categories.
t ions is at quarterback.
Sophomore Doug Allen and Carlson, a senior, alternated for the first
half of the season, until Gilbert finally gave Allen the nod before the
Fresno State game on Oct. 12.
Gilbert was not happy with the
inconsistency of the offense, especially in the two frustrating losses to
Utah State and Fullerton State.

QB problems continue
However, Allen didn’t brighten
the dim offensive picture.
In the next two games, against
Fresno State and Arizona, Allen completed 19 of 53 passes for 230 and no
touchdowns. He also threw five interceptions.
Admittedly, the Arizona defense
is formidable
the Wildcats
knocked Arizona State out of the Rose
Bowl Saturday with a 16-13 upset win.
But Allen couldn’t do much better
against anyone else.
He finished the season with 142
completions in 290 attempts ( 48.9 percent) many of those completions

hard on the offense to adjust from one
quarterback to another each week
( and sometimes even in the middle of
the same game).
Gilbert may not have seen great
talent in either of the alternatives,
but the choice should have been made
much sooner than the sixth game of
the season.
Another question mark is at running back, where junior K.C. Clark
moved from the defensive backfield
midway through the season and
blasted through opposing defenses to
become SJSU’s leading rusher for the
season with 429 yards in just five
games.
He rejuvenated an injury -ridden,
talent -poor backfield with his breakaway speed and hard-hitting style of
play. Several times he carried four or
five defenders five or six yards down field before they finally stopped him.
Clark’s statistics dropped off
somewhat in the last three games, as
he gained a total of only 175 yards,
paltry figures especially when compared to the 130 yards he gained in

SciPoleitnceical

UNLV favored to win league
continued from page is
declared academically ineligible
there during the summer.
Fullerton’s top returners are 6-4
guard Kevin Henderson (17.3), a
first-team All-PCAA choice, and 6-8
forward Kerry Boagni (11.7).

Utah State (10-8)
Notorious for their high-scoring
offense and high-yielding defense,
the middle-of-the-pack Aggies are a
team nobody can overlook.
They return of one the league’s
premier players in 6-7 senior forward
Greg Grant. A PCAA first-teamer
and All-American candidate, Grant
averaged 19.4 points and 9.5 rebounds
a game last year, in addition to shooting 54 percent from the field.
Utah State has only one other returning starter, 6-7 Bill Floyd, so
Coach Rod Tueller’s team evaluation
is cloudy.
"We’ll find out what we’re made
of when we face Jerry (Tarkanian
and the Rebels on Jan. 2," Tueller
said.

UC-Irvine (8-10)
The Anteaters, with forwards
Tod Murphy and Johnny Rogers returning, should be able to score with
anyone. But like Utah State, they will
have to improve defensively.
Last year, Irvine finished ahead
of only the Aggies in team defense,
surrendering 78.9 points a game.
The 6-9,1 Murphy (17.0), a firstteam All-PCAA choice, and the 6-10
Rogers (21.7), a second-team selection, give the Anteaters possibly
the best one-two scoring punch in the
league.
Irvine also returns 6-6 Troy Carmon (10.9) up front. In the backcourt.
Bryan Williams and transfers Joe
Buchanan and Mike Hess will see
plenty of action.
Though the Anteaters may contend, Coach Bill Mulligan knows it
won’t be easy.
"There are so many good
coaches in this conference. I look at
the schedule and say, ’Who can we
beat?’ And I’m an optimist," Mulligan said.

’If we were in a 6foot-and-under
league, we would be
competitive.’
Neil McCarthy,
New Mexico St. coach
Pacific (5-13)
With four starters coming back
and Rich Anema returning from a
back injury, the Tigers have more experience, which should translate into
more victories.
Forwards Domingo Rosario
(14.1) and Drew Rodgers (10.4) and
guards Kyle Pepple and James Ray
Richardson are back, but the key will
be Anema.
A 6-8 senior forward, Anema averaged 12.7 points a game during the
1983-84 season before missing all of
last year.
"He’s made a phenomenal
comeback from back surgery,"
Coach Tom O’Neill said. "He’s the
most dedicated athlete I’ve ever been
around."
Last year’s other starter, Andy
Franklin, who averaged 12.1 points
and 6.3 rebounds, transferred to CalPoly San Luis Obispo.
"Over the long haul, we’ll miss
him (Franklin) on certain nights, but
night in an night out, his leaving
won’t have an effect," O’Neill said.

.

Now. as Gilbert talks of possibly
moving him back to the defensive
backfield next year, memories loom
ominously of a rushing game that had
gained only 290 yards in the first five
games of the season without Clark.
Injuries prompted the switch of
Clark from defense to offense. Injuries also cost the Spartans some of
their best players, including offensive linemen Menu Mulitalo and John
Aimonet ti.
But these and other injuries simply don’t excuse or explain SJSU’s
poor season, especially in light of the
fact that their replacements ( Bruce
McAlvain and Mike Barnard) played
consistently well, as did the rest of
the offensive line

Injuries mask problem
Injuries don’t excuse the probthey mask it.
The simple, sad fact is that this
year’s Spartan football team just
didn’t have what it took to win.
lem

It wasn’t always the same problem. In some games, they lost because of a few sloppy passes that
drifted into the opponents’ hands.
Other times, the defense wasn’t alert
to deep passes that were caught behind the secondary for big plays.
Often, it was a combination of
problems.
There are a lot of reasons for the
Spartans’ poor season, from the top
of the coaching staff on down.
One thing is for certain, though
next year will be better. It can’t get
much worse.

SJSU Final Football Statistics
SJSU
OPP
First downs
213
253
404.1279 Rushes -yards 501-1880
2878
Passing
2857
1105
Return yards
857
209-426 Comp. -attempts 192-322
23
Had intercepted
15
592164
Punts
50-1954
34-1 1
Fumblesilost
27-18
105-879 Penalties yards
73-899
3955
Total net yards
4517
4.8
Average yards gained
5.5
4
Missed PG.
7
SJSU
OPP.

34 87 43 88
78 99 91 83

212
329

RUSHING
Clark 89-429, Walker 94-327, Allen
89-242. Cobarruvias 28-177, Meredith
36-103, Stewart 2074,
Nash 1-18,
Malauulu 2-15, Payton 6-14. Riley 3-9,
Tatum 6-6, Carlson 30-1-1351. Totals
404-1279.
PASSING
Allen 142-290-14-1717, Carlson 67133-9-959. Clark 0-2-0-0, Malisuulu 01-0-0. Totals 209-426-23-2676.
RECEIVING
Nash 29-412. Thomas 24-391. Cage
26-361. Malauulu 13-288, Walker 32404501253, Clark 25-224, Meredith
18-220, Crawford 13-141, Moon 9140. Hall 5-85, Satterfield 2-57, Payton 6-50, Harvey 3-23, Moore 2-20,
Stewart 1-11, Riley 1-0. Totals 2092676.
TACKLES
(Top five) Weldon 98, Hollinger 88,
Lyon 87, Kennedy 81, Gilcrest 62.
INTERCEPTIONS
Payton 3-80, K.C. Clark 2-54, Gilcrest
2-17, McDade 2-8, Weldon 2-7, King 11 0, Lyon 1-0.
3, Santini 1-2,
Total 15-171.

San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
Course Dates: January 2-17,1986

With no seniors, second-year
coach Ron Palmer is continuing to
rebuild the 49er program. With 10
freshmen and sophomores, he has the
foundation for the future.
Long Beach State’s top returners
include 6-3 guard Morton Wiley, 6-6
swingman Jeff Eastin, forward Stephen Hamlin and center DeAnthony
Langston.

Christmas
Wrap and Trims
Discover the distinctive wrappings that make gift -giving a joy!

:5
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The Gauchos have reason to be
optimistic for the league season
they return their entire starting unit.
Leading the way will be 6-7 forWard Scott Fisher (14.6), a second team All-PCAA pick a year ago.

their home court."

When Clark was given the ball,
he was reasonably effective, especially considering the main alternative Allen’s passing. But he wasn’t
given the ball nearly enough

1985 Swoon
SJ11,1
21
48
Californa
i
32
New Mexico State "Win:
7
4 1
StanfordState
35
UtaFullertonh State
18
32
20
17
Fresno State
37
0
4 1
34
Pacific
26
13
Oregon
35
22
Long Beach State
31
16 Nevada Las Vegas
16

Long Beach St. (2-16)

UCSB (8-10)

Help up front comes from 6-7
Paris Fortson (11.1), while Santa
karbara’s three-guard lineup conflicts of Conner Henry 113.2), Mauryc
Carr (10.5) and either Richard
TOWnserend or Tim DePriest.
"We’re basically fighting for sec ’
place," Coach Jerry Pimm said.
alba on any given night, I think three
Or tour teams can upset Las Vegas on

Clark needed ball more

1986
Winter Session

NMS (4-14)
After last season’s debacle, the
Aggies fired Coach Weldon Drew and
snagged Neil McCarthy from Weber
State. McCarthy has his work cut out
for him and knows lt
"If we were in a 6-foot-and-under
league, we would be competitive," he
said.
Elston Jones, a 6-7 forward, returns from a foot injury suffered nine
games into last season to bolster New
Mexico State’s front line. Wendell
Wright, a 6-5 forward who sat out the
entire year, will help out Jones.
Forward Orlando Febres (10.1)
is back, along with guard Gilbert Wilburn.
Wilburn led the PCAA in scoring
a year ago with a 23.6 average, but
didn’t make either all-conference
team. McCarthy knows why.
"Wilburn can score baskets,"
McCarthy said, "but the other thing
about him is that he doesn’t care if
the guy he’s guarding scores baskets.
He needs to pay more attention to the
defensive end.’’

just sine game against l’acit it

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

:47.40,110

Advance Registration
Deadline is
December 6, 1985

SPARTAN SHOPS INC

itasons
(4rerlings
MCMLXXXV Arnencon

Pick up schedules in DBH 136B
Greetings Corp

AMERJCAN GREETINGS
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Football players
put on probation
Spartan City brawl ends in court
By David Leland
Daily staff writer
Three SJSU football players entered last minute pleas of guilty in
Santa Clara County Municipal Court
Nov 18 and were given fines and probation for their part in a Spartan Village melee which occurred almost a
year ago
Samuel Kennedy, a junior,
pleaded guilty to one charge of trespassing: Craig Conaway, aiso a junior, pleaded guilty to battery with
threat of bodily harm; and Robert
Cavaretta, a senior, pleaded guilty to
two counts of assault and one count of
trespassing.
The exact conditions of the probation and the amount of the fines
will not be available for two weeks,
said Deputy Administrator of the Municipal Court, Betty Conslsow.
The three were arrested Dec. 9
after forcing their way into a neighbor’s party in Spartan Village.
After being asked to leave, a
fight ensued which left one resident
with a broken nose and property
Amages totaling $250

A fourth member of the football
team who was involved in the fight,
Bobby
Cobarruvias,
a
senior.
pleaded guilty Aug. 15 to assault and
battery He was fined $540 but did not
receive probation.
Santa Clara County Deputy Dis.
tract Attorney David Soares agreed
with the sentences given the students.
"I am absolutely satisfied with
the judgment," Soares said. "These
guys had no prior record. All they
need to do is obey the law while they
are on probation"
Cavaretta said that he will pay a
6360 fine and was placed on probation
for two years.
"I’m sorry it ever happened and
I definitely learned my lesson
through( this," he said. "I will never.
ever, get involved in another fight.
I’ve learned it’s not worth it because
you go through so much it’s incredible."
The other players could not be
reached for comment.
Daily staff writer Tyrone van
Hoovdonk contributed to this report.

Spartans continue
By Scott Van Camp
Daily staff writer
Extending its unbeaten streak to
four, the SJSU women’s swim team
downed Hayward State 73-47 in a nonconference meet Friday.
The 4-0 Spartans broke a school
record in the process.
The 400-meter freestyle relay
team of Diana Garzon, Colleen Brennan, Angie Wester and Cincy Roppel
shaved more than two seconds off of
the old record set in 1983 with a time
of 3:42.49.
Coach Jack Mutimer said he expected tougher competition from the
Pioneers after a friend gave him a
misleading Hayward scouting report.
"They were still a pretty good
team for Division II, but I owe him
one," Mutimer said.
The Spartans won 12 of 14 events,
and had some good times, the coach
said.
He was especially impressed
with Felicia Partos’ 100 butterfly
time of 1:02.83, and Wester’s 53:03 in
the 100 freestyle.
"Both were very good for so
early in the season," he said.

Some team members will participate in the Los Angeles Invitational
on December 6-8.
"Hopefully they’ll be prepared to
swim fast by then," he said.
SJSU will then compete in the
Stanford and California invitationals
next month before returning to dual
meet action Jan. 18, hosting Stanford.
Mutimer expects the winning
streak to end against the Cardinal.
"They’ll end up second or third in
the country this season, so I have a
feeling we’ll just be swimming for
good times that day," Mutimer said.
After Stanford, the Spartans will
face Cal, another meet that the coach
could do without.
"Cal is a lot like Stanford. They
both have big swimming budgets and
get some great swimmers. It’s another meet that we’ll be outmatched
in," he said.
Other SJSU first -place finishes
included: Brennan 0,000 free)
11:04.26 and (500 free) 5:27.1 ; Wester
(200 free) 1:56.36; Sharon Muyskens
(100 backstroke); Garzon 1100
breaststroke) 1:04.58 and 200 individual medley

Alpha Tau Omega house
retains IFC soccer title
By Steve Pipe
Daily staff writer
Alpha Tau Omega defended their
Inter-Fraternity Council soccer title
by crushing sigma Alpha Epsilon 7-1
Friday
The two teams clashed in last
year’s final, too, with ATO winning 3The Greeks met on the South
Campus field behind Spartan Stadium on a numbingly cold afternoon.
And the SAE Warheads, winners in
the IFC football tournament Nov. I,
were never able to put any heat on
ATO.
ATO broke it open early, with
Dean Stepavich and Tim Hoffman
scoring in rapid succession. The Warheads pulled goalie Robert Mesaros
out after ATO’s Art Garcia made it 3000 a penalty kick.
Corey Farr replaced Mesaros,
but it made little difference, at least
not to Garcia, who fired another goal.
Warhead players standing on the
sidelines screamed "offsides," but
the referee Culled it "good."
SAE kept the game from being a
first half shutout when Tom Vallette
took a penalty kick that bounced off
an AT() defender and drilled what
would turn out to be the Warheads’
only goal of the game.
AT() came out smoking in the
second half, a half that was intensely
physical SAE, a team of talented
football players, played fiercely for
much of the game, but was simply
outclassed by ATO. The Warheads
never matched the soccer skills of

ATO, which handled the ball with
precision, dribbling around defenders and setting up goals with terrific
passes.
They scored three more times in
the second half, with goals by James
Machmiller, and again by Stepavich
and Garcia.
ATO team captain Mike Chow
had to be carried off the field with
only a few minutes left in the game.
Chow, involved in a couple of thumping slide tackles earlier, went one-onone with the SAE goalie, who kicked
Chow’s shin.
Chow fell down in a heap, clutching his leg, and his teammates
swarmed around him. A compress
was applied to Chow’s leg, which
looked more like a minefield that had
been tripped.
"1 don’t believe in shin guards,"
Chow said from the sidelines. "They
slow you down."
Chow wasn’t the only player with
bruises SAE’s Vallette, who was
tackled earlier by Chow, said he will
"definitely be sore in the morning."
Chow said "unity" was the key to
ATO’s win.
"Everyone played with the same
goal
victory," said Chow, who
played on last year’s winning team
also. "We’ve been preparing for this
game since the beginning of October."
"They practiced a lot. They keep
getting better every year," Vallette
said.
In the semifinal match, Sigma
Chi beat Delta Sigma 3-0.

continued from page ift
After starting out coldly with several misses. SJSU scored four points
in a row on a turnaround jumper in
the key by Wyatt and a 10-foot
jumper by forward George Puou to
tie it up at 8-6.
However, the Cossacks hung
tight, matching SJSU basket for basket and tying it at 12-12 when forward
Erik Johnson hit a 15-footer from the
right baseline
Shortly after Johnson’s basket.
SJSU as whistled for its fifth team
foul. But in a game filled with mistakes, Sonoma State was unable to
take advantage of the opportunity.
In fact, a few minutes later, the
Cossacks were whistled for their fifth
foul.
Because of the size problem, the
Cossacks were unable to get the ball

inside, forcing them to take several
difficult outside shots (from 20 feet or
more).
SJSU pulled away midway
through the half as Sonoma Stale
missed several of the these outside
jumpers. From the 12-12 tie with
13:55 left, the Spartans went ona 27-10
streak to take a 39-20 lead with 3:20
left The streak included several
spectacular slams by forward Owens
and guard Berry.
The Spartans settled comfortably into the lead for the rest of the
half, pulling away to a 50-24 advan,
tage at the buzzer
The Leading scorer at the half for
SJSU was Puou with nine points, fol.
lowed by Owens with seven The Cos
sacks were led by Johnson, who had
six
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Antiques & Accessories
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Saratoga
Plaza
Bakery

Now featuring holiday gift plants, ivy
topiary animals, and unique garden accessories

We are providing your organization with this Group Discount
Membership Program with
If you find a better newspaper
advertised price (same tire and
warranty) from any tire company in
Northern California. send us a copy
of the advertisement and your
invoice and we will send you a
check for the difference.
Ask at store for details

Located in
Saratoga
Plaza Center

14573 Big Basin Way. Saratoga CA 95070
Tel. (408) 741.11.92

14440 Big Basin Way

JOIN US IN A GALA EVENING!

enjoy great Discount Prices on Tires, plus
FREE member benefits:
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A very perplexed mother of an Eastern
college coed reports that her daughter and
friends have been buying up men’s cotton
boxer shorts and wearing them
"a la Madonna."
It seems that the stripes, prints, and plaids
take over where lace left off . Could this be the
gift of the season for those desperately
seeking something different?

SARATOGA VILLAGE
HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
Friday, November 29, 1985
6 to 10 pm

* $ 1 0.00 in FREE accessories
with any bike purchase
sotab., * 10% off on all parts, accessories,
V,. and clothing with this coupon

Drive a Few Miles
& Dine in Europe!
Vienna Woods Delicatessen
Restaurant & Outside Terrace
European Food Served in an Intimate Atmosphere
867-2410
Open 7 Days 14567 Big Basin Way
Patio Level Plaza Del Robles
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fabulous feasting
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FREE Custom Gift Wrap
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Baskets
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Arrangements

Creative Custom Framing
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NEW ARRIVAL
Hand made sweaters
in outrageous colors

Mileage Limited Warrant,
LLIIFFEE TT IIMMEE RWooardk mmaa n, ash, yo

11FGood rich

A gift from the Butter Paddle
is also a gift to the children
of Eastfield

Open 10-5 Daily
12-4 Sunday
867-2870

Mileage L.maed 1Ada.

LIFETIME Workman....
Landed Wao3,114,,
NO EXTR3..

35 ’705E1,14

Refreshments Served at the
Village Open House

nutcrackers
collector dolls
Jewelry

3690
35 78
3914
4250
4382
42 k-A;
4E96
1,258
4250
4586
4474
4586
4924
5346

December 13-22
at

Eastfield Junior Auxiliary’s

Saratoga

1555R-12
14558-13
’55513.13
1655E1.13
175511-13
CZR ;4
175513-34
18558-14
1555R-15
16556.15
115/7056.12
7537055-13
185,70513.13
,85, 705Fi 14
195, 70511- i4

"A Child’s Christmas in Wales
and Cherished Christmas Classics"

Gourmet Kitchen Shop

14510 Big Basin Way

TIME Workmanship
iFETIME Road Hazard
’roiled Warranties at
NO EXTRA COST.

"5 TOSS’?
75, TOSJI. 19

offer valid thru Dec. 31, 1985
Rentals
Peugeot
s’ 1 eS
Safety Equipment
Bianchi
Layaways
Mountain
6
8
Big Snon
Way 441kiB
Tues-Sat 10-6
867 9009
Sun 10-4

,dP
i

0 e

M,eage L,omeo
Warranty
I IFE

Saratoga Village Square
14510 Big Basin Way 867-1714

Come browse the shops,
partake of refreshments & enjoy
live entertainment throughout
the Village along Big Basin Way.

Customer Relations Call 1 800 952 8616

Basin Way (In The Plaza Del Robles)

90 DAY SAME AS CASH. CONTACT STORE FOR DETAILS.

EMERY VILLE

PLEASANT HILL

SAN FRANCISCO

SAN LEANDRO

SAN FRANCISCO

%On 1.9.3
sio

1.11, IN111,,1

MOUNTAIN VIEW

SAN JOSE

SACRAMENTO

FRESNO

SACRAMENTO. CA 95814
,521 2nd STREET

CITRUS HEIGHTS, CA 95621

STOCKTON, CA 95204

SANTA ROSA, CA 95401

911
al

6160 AUBURN BLVD
(918)723.5684
(516)960.0187

(III) 443.2529

0

STRICT

1_

0137 CORONADO AVE
(916)465.5816

woe.

cl 111.0
1.1 Van RIM

957 FINER PLACE
(707) 52158150

41.414.
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/.1

Eli .1
oft.CII

741

SINCE!
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4

ttLtNTtNTAA

riA1,11.A11.

BONUS COUPONS FOR MEMBERS
,.

e

SERVICE COUPON

SERVICE COUPON

ALIGNMENT ou-----A

cC

[

INSPECTION

ALIGNMENT NEEDS CORRECTION
AHE ABLE TO QUICKLY PERFORM THIS
LVVL
SERVICE AT A NOMINAL FEE WITHT
OBLIGATION , , , ,, 0)() MILE- A ,..NI." NT
PROGRAM A \,,)

SERVICE

TIRE ROTATION

01 TIRE MOUNTING*

,MMEND ROT.
"ION
...MILLS AFTER INITIAL ,w,TALLATION
AND EVERY 10 000 MILES THEREAFTER TO
ENSURE THE CARE OF YOUR TIRE
INVESTMENT

I

L.EPT SPL IT RIMS ALL
HAND MOUNTS AND SOME
TOR HOMES I

4

SE R VICE COUPON

BRAKE
INSPECTION
0/0"BE CONFIDENT
OF

re

TO STOP SAFELY
WE WILL INSPECT YOUR BRAKE
SYSTEM FOR WEAR AT
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION.

SERVICE COUPON

N’ SUSPENSION
SYSTEM INSPECTION

SIN .10SL
STI

PROTECT YOUR TIRE INVESTMENT
WE INSPECT YOUR UNDER CAR
COMPONENTS FOR WEAR AT
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION.

GROUP NAME AND
MEMBERSHIP I D

DISCOUNT

MEMBERSHIP PASS
o CARD IN
YOUR
WALLET

Fits Most.
DATSUN. TOYOTA.
VW MAZDA, COLT.
PRELUDE. FIAT and
others.
TSI-9115

V-

Parts and Labor
Limited Warranty
(Front Struts Only)
mAnT
MONROE AUTO EOUIPMENT COMPAt

COUPON

995
(ea. installed)

